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Introduction: Religious Polemics and Studies  
 

Gil Student 
 

The long-brewing schism in Modern Orthodox Judaism is daily becoming more evident to even 

casual observers.1 As the schism reaches its boiling point, the heated moments of controversy bubble 

up more frequently. To date, most discussions of this phenomenon have been lacking certain im-

portant features. 

The first is a definition of the new group. In 1997, R. Avi Weiss declared the beginning of Open 

Orthodoxy.2 Adopting terminology from the Evangelical movement, Prof. Alan Brill coined the term 

Post-Orthodox,3 recently invoked by R. Shalom Carmy.4 R. Steven Pruzansky has adopted the politi-

cal term Neo-Conservative to refer to the group.5 A name carries implications beyond the conven-

ience of reference; it brings history and sociology into the conversation, implying either continuity 

with or separation from others. The term Open Orthodoxy insists the group is still part of Orthodox 

Judaism. The terms Post-Orthodox and Neo-Conservative imply a break. 

Yet, can we even speak of a cohesive body? If individual members, who seem to be part of the 

group, declare unusual beliefs or undertake controversial activities, that does not necessarily reflect 

on the entire group. Of course, that is true of any movement. No group is completely homogeneous. 

Therefore, in order to determine the essence of this new movement, we must look for trends, partic-

ularly on divisive issues. 

This leads us to the second item that has been missing from the conversation--the recognition 

that despite all the debate, everyone engaged in the discussion agrees on much more than they disa-

gree. Without minimizing the areas of difference, which could include fundamental beliefs that de-

fine a religion, we can and should acknowledge that there is much agreement on fundamental be-

liefs. This is so much the case that outsiders may have to struggle to see the differences. 

                                                        

1 For example, see Judy Maltz, "How Views on Homosexuality Are Splitting the Orthodox World," 

Ha'aretz, May 5, 2015 http://www.haaretz.com/news/israel/.premium-1.669680. (retrieved August 5, 2015) 
2 “Open Orthodoxy! A Modern Orthodox Rabbi’s Creed” in Judaism, Fall 1997, pp. 409-421. 
3 "Is There a Post-Orthodox Judaism That Corresponds to Post Evangelical?", The Book of Doctrines and 

Opinions, November 19, 2009 https://kavvanah.wordpress.com/2009/11/19/is-there-a-post-orthodox-

judaism-that-corresponds-to-post-evangelical/. For a list of all relevant posts, see 

https://kavvanah.wordpress.com/tag/post-orthodoxy/. (retrieved August 5, 2015) 
4 "Communications" in Tradition 48:1, Spring 2015, p. 120. 
5 "The Rise of the Neo-Cons", Rabbi Pruzanky's Blog, June 14, 2013 

http://rabbipruzansky.com/2013/06/14/the-rise-of-the-neo-cons/. (retrieved August 5, 2015) 
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Third, a recognition of the positive aspects and contributions of the people with whom we are 

disagreeing. On this, I distinguish between polemics and studies. The latter is a balanced examina-

tion of the subject, often favoring one side but only after carefully examining the pros and cons of 

the different options. The former is an advocacy of a specific point of view. The author does the care-

ful analysis before putting pencil to paper and, in writing, only shows his conclusions. In a polemic, 

only one side makes sense. In a study, both sides have merit even if the author leans toward one. 

Historically, Jewish scholars have favored polemics over studies. The Talmud and Midrash are 

full of polemics--arguments against Sadducee, Christian, Zoroastrian and other views.6 This method 

continues throughout the post-Talmudic period to this day. Certainly the Disputation literature, as 

well as the anti-Karaite, anti-Sabbatean and anti-Reform literature, follow the polemic model.7 

However, there are precedents for the study in traditional Jewish literature. Perhaps a precedent 

for the style of a study appears in the biblical book of Iyov (Job).8 The majority of the book consists 

of the views of Iyov's friends, who are given the opportunity to make their cases before their opin-

ions are supplanted by God's view. Similarly, we are told that Beis Hillel would first propose the 

view of Beis Shammai before offering its own view (Eruvin 13b). R. Yehudah HaLevi's Kuzari might 

be considered a study, as well. The dialogue format gives voice to difficult questions and opposing 

views, particularly in the beginning when representatives of other religions are allowed to make 

their case.9 

The problem with a polemic is that it fails to recognize that there are many thoughtful people on 

both sides of the discussion who raise important points and offer useful insights. If you fail to 

acknowledge the cogency of a point of view, you risk the criticism that you do not fully understand 

it. The study avoids this problem because it demands that we be sober and thoughtful in our anal-

yses. You are only capable of examining an idea or practice if you can see its multiple sides. You 

                                                        

6 See Ephraim Urbach, The Sages: The World and Wisdom of the Rabbis of the Talmud (Jerusalem: 1979), index 

entry Polemic. Some might argue that the academic world in general is too quick to label a discussion a 

polemic but all agree that the genre is common in rabbinic literature. 
7 One colleague suggested that we can see this literary distinction in responsa literature, as well. Most 

responsa take the form of polemics, arguing for a specific view. But some writers, such as R. Ovadiah 

Yosef, methodically explore a variety of views before reaching a conclusion. 
8 One could argue that Koheles (Ecclesiastes) should also be listed since it offers contradictory views. 

However, it uses a unique literary style that is different from a study. See Hayim Angel, Vision from the 

Prophets and Counsel from the Elders (NY: 2013), p. 288ff. 
9 I thought about whether Rambam's Moreh Nevukhim should also be considered a study since it gives so 

much space to other views. However, I decided not to include it because an argument can be made that 

Rambam only discusses other opinions that serve as the basis of his own views. 
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must be charitable in your reading of the proposed idea order to understand its origins and motiva-

tions. Only then can you truly critique it (or accept it).10 

The study is also problematic because sober and sympathetic analyses often confuse readers. A 

study effectively validates the opposing view; discussing it elevates it to a view worthy of considera-

tion. Balance does not partner well with advocacy.11 Polemics can be more effective precisely be-

cause they advocate without balance. The advocate thinks through the issue in a (hopefully) bal-

anced and charitable fashion but communicates only his conclusion. This leaves no doubt to his 

opinion and no question about the seriousness of his final determination. 

No one can be truly objective, nor should they. We all carry with us the teachings of our men-

tors, the traditions of past generations, that serve as a lens through which we see the world. We 

should be disinclined to break from our traditions. Polemic writing can be positive and even essen-

tial to community governance. However, polemic thinking is dangerous. If we examine things with 

a polemic mindset, if we lack the internal balance to first examine carefully and thoughtfully and 

only then render judgment, we will make tragic mistakes. 

The question is whether there is a reason to choose a style of polemic or study other than per-

sonal preference. One could argue that only internal discussions among the community of believers 

should be treated as a study since all of the views emerge from accepted texts and methodologies. 

However, the Kuzari addresses external views but was formatted as a study. Perhaps the issue is 

both the audience and the views. If your audience is internal but you quote external views, if you are 

preaching to the choir, then you can use a polemic. The risk of legitimation in a study is a high price 

that might not always be worth paying. But if you are trying to convince non-believers, like the Ku-

zari which was directed at least partially at Karaites,12 you have to address the different options re-

spectfully in a balanced study. A polemic can be more passionate but, to the wrong audience, alien-

ating. 

                                                        

10 See Maharal, Be’er Ha-Golah 7:7 (ed. Yehoshua Hartman, Jerusalem: 2003, vol. 2 p. 424ff.), cited in Jona-

than Sacks, Not in God’s Name: Confronting Religious Violence (London: 2015), pp. 234-235.  
11 The Kuzari faced this problem, as well. Daniel Lasker points out that Karaites “detected in Judah Halevi 

a certain sympathy for Karaism” (Daniel Lasker, From Judah Hadassi to Elijah Bashyatchi: Studies in Late 

Medieval Karaite Philosophy (Leiden: 2008), p. 144). Whether historically Karaites took the Kuzari as sympa-

thetic to their cause or merely contemporary scholars see it now, the Kuzari’s study format has left this 

ambiguity. 
12 See Diana Lobel, Between Mysticism and Philosophy: Sufi Language of Religious Experience in Judah Ha-Levi’s 

Kuzari (NY: 2000), p. 2. A letter by R. Yehudah Ha-Levi found in the Cairo Genizah confirms that the im-

petus to writing the work was a question from a Karaite. 
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Dr. Judith Bleich points out that the resonance of a study is the main reason that Rav Samson 

Raphael Hirsch's Nineteen Letters13 was so successful. She writes: 

The medium was the message; the format was as significant as the content. The let-

ters were presented in the form of a dialogue via correspondence... The salient fea-

ture is that there is a dialogue between two different individuals with two differing 

perspectives. The one doubts, hesitates, queries, questions. The other discusses, ex-

plains, argues, rhapsodizes, and interprets. At no time, however, does the respond-

ent castigate or berate. The message of the format is clear and unequivocal: The au-

thor recognizes that there are different perspectives and, more significantly, that 

these differing perspectives are cogent and sincere.14 

The communal discussion of Open Orthodoxy has been largely in the form of polemic, preaching to 

the choir. Yet, it is not clear whether this issue (or group of issues) is directed at an internal or exter-

nal audience. Because of this ambiguity, I believe there is room for both polemic and study. 

In addition to polemics that strongly advocate a position, we need studies that exhibit balance 

and care. We need studies that show the work of thinking through an issue, seeing both sides, argu-

ing in favor or against, and reaching a careful conclusion. 

This symposium is an attempt to study what some call Open Orthodoxy, Post-Orthodoxy and 

Neo-Conservatism. Rather than define the movement and examine its underlying principles, a 

daunting task, this symposium will be intentionally non-comprehensive. We have selected three 

specific issues--from three different intellectual subjects--to explore: history, philosophy and theolo-

gy. Three young, academically trained Orthodox thinkers, working independently without 

knowledge of the work of the others, will examine the following issues: 

Zev Eleff will compare the developments of Conservative Judaism and Modern Orthodoxy, the 

former a distinct movement and the latter not, with an eye for determining whether Open Ortho-

doxy is in fact a new movement. 

                                                        

13 Originally published in German in 1836. The first English translation, by Dr. Bernard Drachman, was 

published in 1899, available online at https://archive.org/details/nineteenletters00dracgoog. It was re-

translated and annotated by R. Joseph Elias and published by Feldheim in 1995. 
14 "Rabbinic Responses to Nonobservance in the Modern Era" in Jacob Schacter ed., Jewish Tradition and the 

Non-Tradition Jew (Northvale, NJ: 1992), p. 103. See also Rav Aharon Lichtenstein, "Hands Across the 

Ocean: A Review of Rabbi Aharon Feldman's The Eye of the Storm" in Jewish Action, Spring 2010, availa-

ble online at 

https://www.ou.org/jewish_action/03/2010/hands_across_the_ocean_a_review_of_rabbi_aharon_feldman

s_the_eye_of_th/. Rav Lichtenstein writes that he "would have preferred a more balanced and judicious 

critique to the rancor that, at times, fills pages with total denigration of Zionism." Rav Lichtenstein, a Re-

ligious Zionist, would have preferred that Rav Feldman's critique had been a study rather than a polemic. 
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Ira Bedzow will examine R. Irving Yitz Greenberg's philosophy of covenant, a unique response 

to the Holocaust that I believe continues to be influential among R. Greenberg's students, many of 

whom affiliate with Open Orthodoxy. 

David Bashevkin will explore the contemporary applications of Izbicza theology, particularly 

that of Reb Tzadok of Lublin, which has recently seen a revival among proponents of Open Ortho-

doxy. 

Menachem Penner will close the symposium with a discussion of the need for openness in Or-

thodoxy. 

Each essay will appear over the next three days. This website's normal rules for commenting will 

be observed, meaning that only substantive and respectful comments will be approved (possibly 

with editing), as is common in any print newspaper or magazine. At the end of the series, we will 

publish a printable PDF of the entire symposium (excluding online comments). I thank R. Moshe 

Schapiro for editing this symposium and R. Mark Gottlieb and Eric Cohen of the Tikvah Fund for 

supporting the research, writing and publication of this communally important discussion. 
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The Parting of the Ways? Open Orthodox Judaism in 

Historical Perspective 
 

Zev Eleff 
 

In May 2015, the Yated Ne’eman published an article on the burgeoning “Open Orthodox Move-

ment.”1 This was not the rightwing Orthodox newspaper’s first investigation into the subject. To the 

contrary, the weekly publication had, for a number of years, run columns decrying Open Orthodox 

Judaism and its founder, Rabbi Avi Weiss. The most recent attack was different from the others, 

however. For the most part, previous assaults on Open Orthodoxy had accused Weiss and his disci-

ples of espousing heresy and advocating positions counter to normative Jewish law. New develop-

ments proved far more frightening. The newspaper’s latest crusade included some of this, but fo-

cused mainly on the institutions “coming under the influence and control of Open Orthodoxy.” No 

longer merely a hardly-perceptible, liberal impulse led by a few “misguided” ideologues, Open Or-

thodox Judaism, warned a zealous editorialist, now possesses physical addresses and identifiable 

personnel to “blaze new trails and breach new boundaries.”  

The Open Orthodox view their institutional growth as a more positive change in American Juda-

ism. Actually, advocates of the liberal sector of Orthodoxy have also found it more useful to enu-

merate their organizations and seminaries rather than issue dissertations on theology. A case in 

point: Rabbi Zev Farber published an essay that questioned the divine authorship of the Torah.2 The 

Orthodox community condemned Farber for espousing a heretical position. To the chagrin of the 

many detractors, Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, where Farber had studied, did not revoke his ordination. 

Instead, the school reaffirmed its commitment to the Torah, with only indirect public repudiation of 

Farber and his positions. Likewise, Weiss has reviewed some of his earlier highly-criticized views 

and repackaged them in more religiously palatable forms.3 In a word, Open Orthodox “theology” 

has become an ineffective—and sometimes destructive—device. Consequently, a recent description 

of Open Orthodox Judaism offered more than doctrinal planks:  

                                                        

* I am very grateful to several friends who offered comments and criticisms that improved this article. I 

benefited greatly from conversations and support from Yitzi Ehrenberg, Moshe Schapiro, Ben Steiner, 

Yair Sturm and Shimon Unterman. 
1 I. Schwartz, “Kabbolas HaTorah and Modern-Day Rejectionists,” Yated Ne’eman (May 22, 2015):102-3. 
2 Zev Farber, “The Opening of Devarim: A Recounting or Different Version of the Wilderness Experi-

ence?,” TheTorah.com, http://thetorah.com/devarim-recounting-different/ (accessed July 24, 2015). 
3 See, for example, Shmuel Herzfeld, The Lieberman Open Orthodox Haggadah (Jerusalem: Gefen, 2015), 58. 

Compare this to earlier articulations discussed in Zev Eleff, ““Psychohistory and the Imaginary Couch: 

Diagnosing Historical and Biblical Figures,” Journal of American Academy of Religion 80 (March 2012): 94-

136. 
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Something new is happening today. With the advent of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah 

and Yeshivat Maharat, the International Rabbinic Fellowship, the Jewish Orthodox 

Feminist Alliance, the Institute for Jewish Ideas and Ideals, Uri L’Tzedek, and in Is-

rael Beit Morasha and Beit Hillel, and synagogues like Ohev Sholom—The National 

Synagogue, there is a new spirit.4 

Institutions are important to the emergence of Jewish religious movements, particularly those 

that dictate the parameters of Halakhah and religious change. In fact, most of the above-listed organ-

izations that drive the so-called “new spirit” actively engage in discussions—to some degree or an-

other—on the revaluations of Jewish law. No doubt, this is a most reasonable lens to examine the 

scaffoldings of a religion like Judaism that more often emphasizes rituals and deeds rather than mir-

acles and creeds. 

The role of institutional halakhic bodies to determine the contours of religious movements can 

be measured along historical lines. Certainly, this would not be the first occasion that likeminded 

religious organizations rallied to form a Jewish movement in the United States. For instance, in the 

nineteenth century Jewish proponents of “Reform” in America struggled along for a while to sepa-

rate themselves from “Orthodox” rabbis. Especially in the laity’s view, it remained unclear why a 

traditionalist rabbi who deleted some minor prayers from the liturgy remained unquestionably “Or-

thodox” while another who dispatched with other parts of the Sabbath worship was considered ir-

revocably “Reform.”5 Then, in the 1870s, much was resolved. Reform exponents established the Un-

ion of American Hebrew Congregations (1873) as a congregational body and Hebrew Union College 

(1875) to train future rabbis. Henceforth, these organizations—and, eventually, the Central Confer-

ence of American Rabbis (1889)—determined ritual matters and religious law for Reform Jewish cir-

cles and moved liberal Jews much farther away from their traditionalist counterparts.6  

Many decades later, the Conservative Movement finally parted ways with Orthodox Judaism 

when its leaders formed the Rabbinical Assembly and its Committee on Jewish Law and Standards.7 

In contrast, the fledgling Modern Orthodox community in the 1960s declined to organize a specific 

                                                        

4 Herzfeld, The Lieberman Open Orthodox Haggadah, xix. 
5 See, for instance, Harold Sharfman, The First Rabbi: Origins of Conflict Between Orthodox and Reform (Mali-

bu: Pangloss Press, 1988); and Bernhard N. Cohn, “Historical Notes,” American Jewish Archives Journal 6 

(January 1954): 16-24. 
6 Michael A. Meyer, Hebrew Union College Jewish Institute of Religion: A Centennial History, 1875-1975 (Cin-

cinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1992), 7-47. For this and Reform Halakhah in the twentieth century, 

see Joan S. Friedman, “Guidance, Not Governance”: Rabbi Solomon B. Freehof and Reform Responsa (Cincin-

nati: Hebrew Union College Press, 2013). 
7 See Jonathan Sarna, “The Parting of the Ways: How Conservative and Orthodox Judaism in the United 

States Became Two Separate Movements,” unpublished conference paper, 2009. Dr. Sarna’s essay and 

perspective informs much of the present article. 
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group to determine Jewish law. The decision ensured that Modern Orthodox Judaism remained 

within the larger Orthodox camp. However, at the time of these pivotal decisions, it was not at all 

apparent whether Conservative Judaism or Modern Orthodoxy would form their own religious 

movements. Their fates rested upon historical contingencies; or, as one historian has called it: a “web 

of choices.”8 This is particularly true for the rabbinic elites rather than the laypeople who joined and 

helped steer religious movements. A thorough analysis of these historical episodes clarifies the na-

ture of religious movements in American Judaism as well as helps the interested reader anticipate 

whether Open Orthodoxy will persist as a “subgroup” of Orthodox Judaism or depart to form a sep-

arate religious movement. 

The Committee on Jewish Law and Standards and Conservative Judaism 

In 1927, Rabbi Louis Finkelstein delivered an important address before the Rabbinical Assembly. 

It was a precarious moment for the rabbinical group that was, more or less, composed of Jewish 

Theological Seminary alumni. The group was hardly of one mind, and had not been, if ever at all, 

since the untimely demise of JTS President Solomon Schechter. If anything, the opposite was true. 

The “rightwing” RA members considered themselves fully “Orthodox” and abided by the fullest 

strictures of Jewish law.9 They did this despite that the staunchly rightwing Agudath Ha-Rabbonim 

had long considered all graduates of “Schechter’s Seminary” beyond the acceptable pale of Ortho-

dox Judaism.10 On the other side, a number of RA rabbis identified as “semi-Reformed;” this cohort 

had little in common with their coreligionists who identified as part of the Orthodox rabbinate.11 It 

was therefore up to those in the variegated center to preserve the Assembly and withstand the crush 

of internal polemic and diversity. One of the Seminary’s most outstanding graduates, Finkelstein 

took it upon himself to articulate, as he made it known in the title of his presentation, “The Things 

that Unite Us.” To his fellow JTS graduates, Finkelstein preached what he argued to be the shared 

importance they all placed on the “Conception of God,” devotion to the Torah and attitude toward 

considered change in the practice and ethics of Jewish law.12 

In all probability, Finkelstein grew frustrated with the immediate reaction to his call for unity. 

Rabbi Max Kadushin opined that Finkelstein’s lecture failed to offer concrete examples and did “not 

objectively state the things that unite us.”13 Rabbi Eugene Kohn criticized his colleague for speaking 

in philosophic vagaries. More forcefully, Kohn surmised that Finkelstein’s position on Halakhah 

would satisfy just a “few” on his respective “right” and “left.” Kohn continued: 

                                                        

8 See David Hackett Fischer, Washington’s Crossing (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 365. 
9 See Max Drob, “A Reaffirmation of Traditional Judaism,” Jewish Forum 12 (October 1929): 416-20. 
10 See “A Dangerous Situation,” American Hebrew (June 17, 1904): 130. 
11 See Eugene Kohn, The Future of Judaism in America (New Rochelle: The Liberal Press, 1934), 98. 
12 Louis Finkelstein, “The Things that Unite Us,” Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly of the Jewish 

Theological Seminary of America 1 (1927): 42-53. 
13 Max Kadushin, “Discussion: The Things that Unite Us,” Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly of the 

Jewish Theological Seminary of America 1 (1927): 63. 
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At any rate, it seems to me that, so far from representing an attitude toward change 

in Jewish law that is equally satisfactory to those of us, on the one hand, who see a 

grave danger to Jewish tradition in the intransigency of Orthodoxy to changing con-

ditions and new ideas, and to those of us on the other hand, who equally see danger 

in the tendency of Conservativism to abandon time-honored practices, Dr. Finkel-

stein’s attitude of evasion must be offensive to both.14 

Finkelstein was able to learn from his critics. His colleagues demanded more than just rhetoric; the 

Rabbinical Assembly required an institutional framework that would compel its members to share a 

more singular vision. One year later, Finkelstein, as president of the RA, launched the Committee on 

Jewish Law and Standards to “guide us in questions of ritual and religious adjustment.”15 Halakhah 

offered a pragmatic solution to the theological questions that centered on “change and “tradition.” 

To its founder, the CJLS was a means to harness Conservative Judaism’s “philosophy” in a manner 

that both his earlier supporters and detractors could agree was conducted in a most concrete and 

pragmatic manner. 

The CJLS was one of several institutions that helped form the Conservative Movement. To be 

sure, the establishment of the Jewish Theological Seminary (1886) and its Alumni Association (1901), 

along with the United Synagogue (1913) were all pivotal steps toward the “birth” of Conservative 

Judaism.16 Yet, it was also true that despite the emergence of these institutions, it was far from easy 

to determine the differences between an “Orthodox” congregation and a “Conservative” synagogue 

in the United States. On the whole, neither was attended by strict Sabbath observers. In the first dec-

ades of the twentieth century, there was no guarantee that an “Orthodox” synagogue would feature 

separate seating for women and men. JTS rabbis were members of the Orthodox Union and OU 

shuls also claimed membership to the United Synagogue.17 In time, of course, this changed, as new 

educational and financial conditions impelled and enabled the subsequent generation of Orthodox 

Jews to uphold the dictates of Halakhah with greater care. On the other side of the ledger, the for-

mation of the CJLS empowered Conservative Judaism to shape an alternative code of religious con-

duct that better suited the “modern” sensibilities of its members. 

The creation of the CJLS, then, was, as its founders viewed it, a milestone in the emergence of 

Conservative Judaism. Ever the politician, Finkelstein made sure to place men who represented the 

                                                        

14 Eugene Kohn, “Discussion: The Things that Unite Us,” Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly of the 

Jewish Theological Seminary of America 1 (1927): 59. 
15 Louis Finkelstein, “Traditional Law and Modern Life,” Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly of the 

Jewish Theological Seminary of America 3 (1929): 29. 
16 Michael R. Cohen, The Birth of Conservative Judaism: Solomon Schechter’s Disciples and the Creation 

of an American Religious Movement (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012). 
17 Jeffrey S. Gurock “From Fluidity to Rigidity: The Religious Worlds of Conservative and Orthodox Jews 

in Twentieth-Century America,” in American Jewish Identity Politics, ed. Deborah Dash Moore (Ann Arbor: 

The University of Michigan Press, 2008), 159-204. 
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full range of perspectives—from traditionalist Rabbi Max Drob to the reconstructionist Rabbi Mor-

decai Kaplan—to the Committee. The system was not perfect from the outset. The halakhic board 

engaged just a few questions in its first months of activity, and failed to reach a consensus on all cas-

es. Yet, the Committee reassured their colleagues in the RA “that it has not been lacking in courage 

to attack the many problems that come to us [sic] as a result of the changed conditions of our present 

environment.”18 To prove its point, the Committee announced that one of its leading members, Rab-

bi Louis Epstein, was preparing a “lengthy responsum” to remedy the problem of the agunah, the 

“chained woman,” whose recalcitrant husband has refused to offer her a necessary bill of divorce.19 

In 1930, Finkelstein celebrated the Epstein responsum and distributed the English-language po-

sition paper at the Rabbinical Assembly’s annual convention in Tannersville, New York. Epstein be-

gan his work with an explanation of ritual divorce according to the Torah and the Talmud. He did 

not deny that both charged a husband with the sole role of actuating a divorce from his wife. None-

theless, the writer was confident that crucial changes in the marriage document would enable rabbis 

(at the behest of a wife) to execute a bill of divorce. To the RA President, Epstein and the other 

members of the CJLS had finally begun to fulfill his personal “conviction that we can work out 

agreement in practical decisions.”20 Finkelstein encouraged the Committee to convene more hear-

ings and take bolder stands in the face of “intransigent Orthodoxy.”21 Perhaps, Finkelstein had Louis 

Epstein in mind. The latter was also quick to insist that while his paper stood on its own merits, he 

preferred to first prepare a more elaborate “pamphlet which we hope to send broadcast to the rabbis 

and scholars of Jewry everywhere.”22 This cautiousness, in all likelihood, was far too timid for 

Finkelstein. 

Epstein’s appeal to traditionalists was of little use. His treatise “was ignored by most” of the Or-

thodox rabbinate.23 Some did pay attention, however. In 1935, the Agudath Ha-Rabbonim banned 

any “student of Schechter’s Seminary” who dared to employ Epstein’s marriage contract.24 A 114-

page attack on the Rabbinical Assembly and its Jewish law experts included many letters from lead-

ing Orthodox rabbis from Europe, Israel and the United States that accused Epstein of absolute here-

                                                        

18 Julius H. Greenstone, “Report of the Committee on the Interpretation of the Jewish Law,” Proceedings of 
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sy. The rabbinical group’s elaborate censure affected Epstein, who, owing to his Slobodka-training, 

had on many occasions identified as an “Orthodox rabbi.” From then on, his relationship with other 

Orthodox rabbis was considerably strained. 

In the aftermath, Epstein and the other Committee members wondered aloud whether their 

group “should function merely as an interpretative body or whether it should also assume legisla-

tive prerogatives.”25 Certainly, their many RA colleagues—who complained that the “Committee is 

too conservative, too slow, too timid and too circumscribed in its scope”—hoped for the latter ap-

proach.26 In 1940, Epstein unhinged himself and the CJLS from Orthodox Judaism. He finally made 

good on a pledge to publish a lengthy Hebrew tract on the agunah problem that would plainly set 

out the differences “between us and the Agudath Ha-Rabbonim.”27 In his Li-She’elat ha-Agunah, Ep-

stein outlined the “Halakhah of the Conservative rabbinate.”28 Consequently, his efforts were no 

longer an Orthodox enterprise. 

The results of the whole affair were quite mixed. In the end, the Rabbinical Assembly did not 

adopt Epstein’s proposal. It remained on the RA agenda but was left to others to modify the hala-

khic formula of the marriage contract. Yet, the failed campaign did much for the rabbinical organiza-

tion and fulfilled Louis Finkelstein’s vision for the Conservative Movement. In the post-World War 

II era, Conservative Judaism routinely looked to the CJLS to justify and prescribe normative Sabbath 

behavior (riding in automobiles), oblige a widely accepted solution to the agunah crisis (the 

“Lieberman Takana”) and to defend dietary practices (Rabbi Isaac Klein’s swordfish responsum).29 

Accordingly, it was the institutionalization of a particular brand of Halakhah that finally separated 

the Conservative Movement from its Orthodox coreligionists. 
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Norman Lamm and His Reluctant Creation Called “Modern Orthodoxy” 

In December 1968, Rabbi Norman Lamm characterized himself and his congregants at The Jew-

ish Center in Manhattan as “Modern Orthodox.” He did so with hesitation.30 In the recent past, 

“Modern Orthodox” had been a title most often employed by traditionalist graduates of the Jewish 

Theological Seminary who were uneasy with “Conservative” and preferred something more mid-

dle-of-the-road than was implied by plain “Orthodox.”31 “For better or for worse,” explained Lamm, 

the moniker was useful to express the shared “idea of uniting within ourselves two worlds—that of 

Judaism and that of the larger culture, the one that is expressed in Western civilization.”32 In the 

coming months, Lamm continued to waver. In another sermon at the Upper West Side synagogue, 

Lamm confessed that he was “uncomfortable with the title,” and went so far as to admit that “there 

is an arrogance about this assertion of modernity which should give offense to any intelligent and 

sensitive man.”33 

Other Orthodox intellectuals echoed Lamm’s circumspection. In 1962, Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik 

glibly adopted the “Modern Orthodox” designation as his own, but subsequently dropped it from 

his public lectures, thereby swiftly distancing himself from it.34 Four years later, Rabbi Yitz Green-

berg wrote that he “detested” the term.35 For Greenberg, “Modern Orthodoxy” placed far too much 

emphasis on “modern culture” and misrepresented Orthodox Judaism’s true guidepost: the Torah. 

What is more, the younger members of the Orthodox rabbinate like Greenberg were still old enough 

to recall that it was the traditional-leaning JTS ordained rabbi who described himself as a “modern 

Orthodox” clergyman.36 The new class of Orthodox rabbis wished for no confusion on that score. 

Likewise, Rabbi Emanuel Rackman balked at an attempt by sociologist Charles Liebman to anoint 

him leader of a nascent Modern Orthodox Movement: 

Rightly or wrongly, one Jewish sociologist has named me as an ideologist of “mod-

ern Orthodoxy.” However, one can hardly regard modern Orthodoxy as a move-
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ment: it is no more than a coterie of a score of rabbis in America and in Israel whose 

interpretations of the Tradition have won the approval of Orthodox intellectuals who 

are knowledgeable in both Judaism and Western civilization. None of the rabbis feels 

that he is articulating any position that cannot be supported by reference to authentic 

Jewish sources. None wants to organize a separate rabbinic body, and several have 

rejected an attempt to publish an independent periodical, because they did not want 

the remotest possibility that this form of separatism be interpreted as a schism in Or-

thodoxy. I, no less than they, deny any claim to innovation.37 

Furthermore, while Rackman championed a flexible approach to Halakhah, he was, at least in this 

period of his life, committed to working alongside Rabbi Moshe Feinstein and other luminaries who 

did not subscribe to his philosophy of Jewish law.38 In effect, any association with intra-Orthodox 

sectarianism was something that Rackman wished to avoid. 

The members of the Rabbinical Council of America agreed with Rackman on this point. They 

looked to their Orthodox rabbinical organization to support the likeminded activities of the English-

speaking (as opposed to the unilingual Yiddish immigrants) graduates of Yeshiva University and 

the Hebrew Theological College of Chicago but not to emancipate themselves from other leading 

Orthodox rabbis and institutions. Its Halacha Committee, according to one writer, “was formed to 

answer questions submitted by individual members” and offer some “guidelines” to others.39 Far 

from paving a road of isolationism, its members were consistently cautious not to issue rulings that 

contrasted with—or, at least, veered too far away from—more rightwing Orthodox groups like the 

Agudath Ha-Rabbonim and the Iggud Ha-Rabbonim.40 In fact, during the 1950s, the executive lead-

ership of the RCA advocated for a sort of partnership with those other rabbinical organizations.41 As 

a result, the RCA’s Halacha Committee never claimed the large role that the Committee on Jewish 

Law and Standards assumed in Conservative Judaism. 

However, Norman Lamm eventually recognized a great value in religious labels and encour-

aged his colleagues and congregants to assume an unabashedly “Modern Orthodox” identity. What 

propelled him was not a need to establish a certain kind of Orthodox Judaism. Rather, Lamm 

wished to offer a suitable agenda for the thousands of university-trained Orthodox Jews in the sub-

urbs and in high-end urban neighborhoods that could no longer relate to the Judaism of their par-

ents or their older rabbis. Truth to tell, it was a propitious moment. By the late 1960s, a generation of 
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Orthodox children had grown up as graduates of Jewish day schools. What is more, thousands of 

Orthodox youngsters had been inspired by the National Conference of Synagogue Youth and the 

Yavneh collegiate organization.42 In 1968, prominent lay leader of the old guard, Moses Feuerstein, 

credited young people with launching a “religious revival” among Orthodox Jews in the United 

States.43  

This more Jewishly literate and secularly educated class of Orthodox Jews was well prepared to 

assume a leadership role, and with Lamm, dubbed one of the “most eloquent spokesmen for mod-

ern Orthodoxy,” at the helm.44 Yet, Lamm made it clear that his intention was not to isolate this 

younger and more “modern” cohort from other Orthodox Jews. He ventured to “formulate the 

world-view of ‘modern Orthodoxy’ in a manner that is Halachically legitimate, philosophically per-

suasive, religiously inspiring, and personally convincing.”45 Lamm did not seek to form a “move-

ment in the accepted sense of the term.” Rabbi Chaim Dov Keller, head of the Teslshe Yeshiva in 

Chicago and strong critic of the Orthodox Left, was the first to articulate this point. In fact, Keller 

was pleased that a centrist personality like Lamm rather than someone like Rackman who wished to 

institute “concrete policies and substantive changes in life-style” was driving this development.46  

The best way to describe Rabbi Lamm’s creation is as a “sub-movement” within Orthodox Juda-

ism. There were, of course, important distinctions between Modern Orthodox Judaism and the Or-

thodox Right. Lamm and other Yeshiva University-trained rabbis cheered on secular education, 

supported Religious Zionism and advocated for religiously neutral dialogue with their Conservative 

and Reform counterparts. Others did not; some like Rabbi Shimon Schwab boisterously discouraged 

these notions.47 Still, the common ground was large enough for Modern Orthodox exponents to 

maintain strong bonds and coexist with the Orthodox Right within the larger traditionalist camp. In 
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large measure, unity was maintained because of Modern Orthodoxy’s reluctance to found a firm 

halakhic body unto itself. 

Other writers read by Modern Orthodox Jews at the time, expressed a similar reluctance to de-

velop a code of Halakhah that stood apart from other traditionalist groups. Take, for instance, the 

writings of Rabbi Immanuel Jakobovits, then spiritual leader of the Fifth Avenue Synagogue of New 

York’s Upper East Side. In the 1960s, he contributed a regular series of essays on Jewish Law in the 

semi-academic journal of the RCA, Tradition. According to one observer, Jakobovits’s “Review of 

Recent Halakhic Periodical Literature” was the “journal’s showpiece” and its “most popular fea-

ture.”48 Jakobovits was part of a chorus of rabbinic writers who eschewed calls for reconsiderations 

of Jewish law and the like.49 With Orthodox progressivist Emanuel Rackman in mind, he cautioned 

against philosophizing in a manner that could lead to radical interpretations of the Talmud and its 

codes. “It is not always easy, or even possible,” he once wrote, “to extract the spirit from the law, at 

least not with any degree of precision and certainty.”50  

To ensure that none of his halakhic essays ventured beyond “acceptable” standards, Jakobovits 

routinely cited halakhic authorities from all sectors (from Rabbi Eliezer Berkovits to Hazon Ish) of 

Orthodox Jewish life. Eventually, Jakobovits relinquished his column due to the burdensome re-

sponsibilities that he had assumed as Chief Rabbi of Great Britain.51 In 1970, the RCA journal re-

sumed its Halakhah feature under the able direction of Rabbi J. David Bleich, a rosh yeshiva at Ye-

shiva University. To a degree that surpassed his predecessor, Bleich cast a very wide halakhic net, 

refusing to close his readers off to scholars of Jewish law from far rightwing circles.52 

Before long, the so-called Golden Age of Modern Orthodox Judaism came to a close. “The 1960s, 

perhaps the high point of modern orthodoxy in America,” as noted by one commentator, eventually 

gave way to the 1970s and a waning of Modern Orthodox spirit.53 Rabbi Shlomo Riskin, then of Lin-

coln Square Synagogue in New York and one of Modern Orthodoxy’s brightest lights, attributed 

this, in part, to what he perceived as the community’s inability to produce “genuine Talmidei 
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Chachamim,” bona fide Torah scholars.54 Unlike Lamm, Riskin was one of a few Modern Orthodox 

leaders who at times expressed a desire to see Modern Orthodoxy expand into a full-fledged move-

ment. He recognized that this was not possible without the production of a Modern Orthodox brand 

of Halakhah to serve as the institutional scaffolding of a religious movement.  

Riskin’s critique was harsh. Still, it was certainly the case that the Modern Orthodox outsourced 

their halakhic questions to non-Modern Orthodox authorities rather than decide matters for them-

selves. Consider Modern Orthodox Judaism’s relationship with Rabbi Moshe Feinstein. The halakhic 

master of Manhattan’s Lower East Side was a leading member of the Agudath Ha-Rabbonim and 

the Mo’etzet Gedolei Ha-Torah of the Agudath Israel; he did not, in any sense, hold an official affili-

ation with Modern Orthodox institutions. Nonetheless, Feinstein was without doubt the go-to rabbi 

for Orthodox centrists. “A joke among clergymen,” told one observer in the 1970s, “is that at the 

back of every young rabbi’s ordination certificate, for a quick answer to any religious question, is 

Rabbi Feinstein’s phone number.”55 In truth, this was hardly a joking matter. Feinstein loomed large 

in Modern Orthodox Judaism’s exploration of “women’s issues” in the synagogue. In 1974, Rabbi 

Lamm permitted considerably scaled-down bat mitzvah celebrations in his Manhattan synagogue, 

owing to that “one of the great decisors of our generation, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein” was “unhappy 

about the Bat Mitzvah” and permitted it with “only the greatest reluctance”56 A year later, Rabbi 

Yehuda Kelemer of the Young Israel of Brookline turned to Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik to decide 

whether his congregation could allow women to dance with Torah scrolls on the Simhat Torah holi-

day. The latter was reportedly wary to introduce this practice but urged Kelemer to query Feinstein 

for a definitive ruling (the decision was an emphatic “no”).57 

All of these developments and posturings helped establish a critical trend for Modern Ortho-

doxy in its first decades as a sub-movement within Orthodox Judaism. The community would not 

attempt to establish a firm set of halakhic guidelines apart from other Orthodox Jews in the United 

States. Moreover, this moderate impulse precipitated a particularly defining moment. In 1975, 

Emanuel Rackman proposed a solution to the agunah program. His formula was not too different 

from the one proposed by Rabbi Louis Epstein to the Rabbinical Assembly in the 1930s. In a memo-

rable discourse, Rabbi Soloveitchik asked the RCA if its members “expect to survive as Orthodox 

rabbis?” In other words, Soloveitchik challenged his students and colleagues to remain within the 
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broader Orthodox realm. Acceptance of the Rackman proposal, according to him, then, would re-

move the RCA from the Orthodox rabbinic fraternity. It would have represented a new direction in 

Halakhah. The RCA did not defy Soloveitchik. Rackman was rebuffed, and the sub-movement 

known as Modern Orthodoxy continued along as part of the broader Orthodox community.58  

Open Orthodox Judaism and its “Web of Choices” 

Recently, a reporter asked Rabbi Avi Weiss whether he believed that he and his disciples had 

formed a new religious movement in American Judaism. He demurred, asserting that religious 

movements cannot be formed in an instant. “You don’t announce movements, they evolve.”59 Weiss 

did not always think along these passive lines. Long ago, he envisioned a “Movement of Halakhic 

Judaism” that included parts of the Modern Orthodox community and the rightwing sector of the 

Conservative Movement, but only if the latter was willing to make considerable compromises to 

placate the former. “A natural offspring of such a ‘Movement’ would,” offered Weiss, “be a rabbini-

cal school.”60 Despite an “enthusiastic” response to the message, the fusion of the Conservative 

Right and Orthodox Left never materialized.61  

However, for Weiss, the vision of a rabbinical school lingered. In 1999, Weiss founded Yeshivat 

Chovevei Torah in New York. He and Rabbi Dov Linzer envisioned the upstart seminary as a center 

to forge an “Open Orthodox” rabbinate. Some years earlier, Weiss had articulated his Open Ortho-

doxy as a new expression of the Modern Orthodox Judaism to which he and others had long sub-

scribed—an ideology that “is open to secular studies,” “open to non-Jews and less observant Jews,” 

“open to the state of Israel as having religious meaning,” “open to increased women’s participa-

tion.” As he wrote in 1997: 

It is for this reason that I believe that the term that best describes this vision of Or-

thodoxy, is “Open Orthodox.” It is open, in that our ideology acknowledges, consid-

ers, and takes into account in varying ways a wide spectrum of voices. It is Ortho-

dox, in that our commitment to Halakha is fervent and demanding.62 
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In its original conception, “Open Orthodoxy” was a term that Weiss coined to refine and shape his 

Modern Orthodox community. In contrast, Weiss’s and Linzer’s later pithy presentation of their 

Open Orthodox creed did not align itself with any form of long-established Modern Orthodox 

brand. Instead, Open Orthodox Judaism and its innovative rabbinical school stood by itself in an 

effort to “transform Orthodoxy into a more open and inclusive movement.”63 They launched Yeshi-

vat Chovevei Torah as an alternative to Yeshiva University’s rabbinical seminary, offering a more 

“academic curriculum” and a professional training program on par with the types found in non-

Orthodox schools. To observers, it was therefore unclear whether Weiss wished to remain within 

Modern Orthodoxy or forge something new within Orthodox Judaism. 

The subsequent decade brought about more confusion than clarity. In 2008, Weiss cofounded the 

International Rabbinic Fellowship. The IRF offered YCT graduates a rabbinical fraternity. To date, 

the Rabbinical Council of America has barred YCT-trained rabbis from its fraternity, unless they 

come equipped with additional ordination credentials from Israeli organizations and the like. The 

RCA’s stance is unprecedented and, for some, reminiscent of the Agudath Ha-Rabbonim’s exclusion 

carte blanche rejection of American-trained Orthodox rabbis. Others argue that the rabbinical 

group’s position mirrors its relationship to, say, JTS graduates who are beyond the borderlines of 

Orthodox Judaism. In addition, the National Council of Young Israel also implemented policies to 

prevent graduates of the liberal Orthodox school from obtaining pulpits in its synagogues.64 “We 

have created an open space where rabbis don't have to look over their shoulders and feel intimidat-

ed,” said Weiss at the time of the IRF’s founding. “We want to empower them to think for them-

selves.”65 The IRF provided a fraternal residence for institutionally homeless rabbis. However, Weiss 

stopped well short of offering a full vision for this organization, let alone announcing a new reli-

gious movement.  

A year later, Weiss added another important item to his growing Open Orthodox empire. To-

gether with Rabba Sara Hurwitz, he established a seminary to train women to serve as members of 

the Orthodox clergy.66 From the standpoint of Halakhah, opponents held up the minority view of 

Maimonides: that women are proscribed from appointment to positions of religious authority.67 

Moreover, and more important to these critics, the emergence of female clergy flew in the face of 

Orthodox Judaism’s longstanding and ironclad tradition (masorah) of a male-dominant leadership. 
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Despite these developments, scholars could not agree on whether Weiss and his followers were 

on the brink of establishing a new American Jewish movement. On the one hand, historian Jeffrey 

Gurock cautioned against overstating the significance of the formation of these institutions. “A wing 

of Orthodoxy,” he warned, “is just a wing,” To this scholar of Orthodox Jews, Weiss’s Open Ortho-

doxy was the most recent iteration of the perennial left flank of Orthodox Judaism, only with a touch 

more fanfare.68 On the other hand, historian Jonathan Sarna saw something more to this: “In Ameri-

can religion, when you have a new seminary and a new board of rabbis, including many who are 

not accepted to the RCA, one begins to wonder if in fact we are seeing the development of two 

movements that use the term Orthodox.”69 

Since then, the tension has hardly abated. Most scathing are the charges levied by the commenta-

tors hailing from the so-called “Yeshiva World.” In 2014, Rabbi Yaakov Perlow declared at an 

Agudath Israel dinner that Open Orthodox Judaism was “heresy.” He also called on those situated 

in the centrist camp to “stand up and reject these new deviationists, cloaking themselves in the man-

tle of Orthodoxy.”70 Others have also taken up the fight. Here is the Yated’s response to an “Open 

Orthodox” rabbi’s support of homosexual marriage: 

The truth is that for those following the escapades of Open Orthodoxy and all of its 

affiliates, this pronouncement, though sacrilegious and full of rishus (evil), is not sur-

prising. They have been at the forefront of trying to legitimize toeivah (abomination) 

practice and lifestyle for a long time. Try calling yourself Orthodox, say you believe 

in the Torah and halachah, while simultaneously celebrating toeivah marriage, and 

you begin to understand the way that Open Orthodoxy is operating. Their basic 

mode of operation has been to vociferously maintain that they are Orthodox and re-

tain affiliation with Orthodoxy, while at the same time ascribing to the “progressive” 

social agenda in vogue today. It is a social agenda that not only does not conform to 

halachah, but is diametrically opposed to halachah.71 

With a Jacob Emden-like fervor, Rabbi Avrohom Gordimer has published dozens of articles on pop-

ular websites and blogs that call into question the authenticity of Open Orthodoxy as part of the 

broader Orthodox Jewish community. Time and again, he has charged the Open Orthodox leader-

ship with breaking with tradition. He and others strongly condemned two leading Open Orthodox 

lights of espousing heresy: one denied the divine authorship of the Torah while another down-

played the importance of the messianic redemption. Further, Gordimer has focused a great deal on 

                                                        

68 See, for example, Jacob Neusner, “The New Orthodox Left,” Conservative Judaism 20 (Fall 1965): 10-18. 
69 See Sarah Breger, “Do 1 Rabba + 2+ Rabbis + 1 Yeshiva = A New Denomination?,” Moment 35 (Decem-
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the kind of rhetoric employed by Weiss and Linzer, finding it provocative and at odds with many 

traditional commentators.72 As a member of the RCA and employee of the Orthodox Union, Gordi-

mer’s heresy-hunt is more potent than that of the Agudath Israel and other rightwing Orthodox in-

stitutions.73 

In the end, it will surely be the internal leadership rather than outsiders who determine the con-

tours of the Open Orthodox community. Here, however, there is no consensus. One group has es-

chewed the use of the title “Open Orthodox,” finding it far more divisive than constructive. The 

leading voice of this approach occupies the highest seat among the Orthodox Left. In 2012, Weiss 

announced that he would retire as president of YCT and hand over the reins to Rabbi Asher Lopat-

in.74 In a departure from the old guard, the new head of YCT is far charier about denominational 

designations. In fact, his public pronouncements have indicated a desire that his school assume the 

mantle of Modern Orthodoxy and its sub-movement status rather than further the trailblazing and 

uncharted path of Open Orthodox Judaism.75 

Still, there is a vociferous group that champions the Open Orthodox mantra. In doing so, this 

cohort has entered into the realm that helped solidify the boundaries of the Conservative and Mod-

ern Orthodox adherents: namely, Halakhah. To be sure, Weiss’s decision to ordain women as Or-

thodox clergy was very much a halakhic decision. He therefore made sure to disseminate formal re-

sponsa that supported his actions from leading liberal Orthodox scholars in Israel. Likewise, the 

Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance, another branch in the Open Orthodox family, has in recent years 

supported semi-egalitarian prayer services—men still perform the most vital portions of the ser-

vice—which also reflects a particular halakhic viewpoint. However, neither designed a format or 

forum to express an Open Orthodox type of Halakhah. 

This sort of important institutionalizing activity has only begun in earnest within the last few 

months. Consider two recent publications. First, the IRF published a dense collection of essays ex-

ploring Judaism and brain death. Since the 1970s, Orthodox authorities have argued whether Jewish 

law may recognize brain death as the definitive expiration of a human being. The issue has several 

grave ramifications. Most notably, if brain death is actual death then one may harvest viable and 
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vital organs from the “deceased” to help others in need of donations. If not, then the removal of 

these body parts would be tantamount to murder. Most—but not all—leading halakhists have taken 

up posts on the stringent side of the debate. Several years ago, the RCA published a report that ar-

gued strongly against the recognition of brain death as the “defining moment” of the end of life.76  

In contrast, all of the articles in the IRF volume either supported the lenient “brain death posi-

tion” or conveyed a sympathetic approach to that viewpoint. In particular, one writer, utilizing 

Maimonides as his lens into Judaism’s view of scientific inquiry, argued that mainstream Orthodoxy 

and its flagship rabbinical organization were out of touch with modern times: “Whereas the RCA 

study places the Orthodox community apart from the world of contemporary science and medical 

practice, Rambam’s emphasis on rational inquiry and evidence allows for a positive encounter with 

modernity. May we have the wisdom and courage to emulate him.”77 In addition, a number of writ-

ers issued strong critiques of Rabbis Moshe Feinstein and Hershel Schachter, two important authori-

ties in the mainstream Orthodox arena. Another reopened the controversy over Rabbi Joseph 

Soloveitchik’s attitude on the matter.78 Still more poignant was the lengthiest essay in the IRF tome. 

In it, Rabbi Yitz Greenberg ventured beyond the immediate matter of organ donation to address 

what he perceived as Orthodox Judaism’s failure to embrace creativity and innovation. One particu-

lar passage captures Greenberg’s call for a fresh look at Orthodox Judaism’s relationship with Hala-

khah: 

The “no change” approach has crippled halakha’s capacity to respond to the new re-

alities of Jewish sovereignty and the economy of the State of Israel. It hamstrings our 

ability to move toward greater recognition of women’s dignity and leadership in Is-

rael and the Diaspora alike. Where sources are found to justify women’s greater par-

ticipation and leadership, the last resort of resistance is to claim that this hasn’t been 

done and is therefore unacceptable.79 

More telling, perhaps, was the appearance of Rabbi Shmuel Herzfeld’s “Open Orthodox Haggadah.” 

The volume sold out in short order. Herzfeld’s Haggadah retained the traditional texts of the Passo-

ver rite and contained commentary that reflected much of the Open Orthodox agenda such as the 

need for increased female religious leadership, calls for new means to protect agunot from recalci-

trant husbands and increased Jewish-Christian dialogue. More important, though, was Herzfeld’s 

inclusion of two Open Orthodox responsa. The first item was his own that permitted women to sing 
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in the presence of men.80 Rabbi Jeffrey Fox of Yeshivat Maharat, the author of the second responsum, 

issued a lenient ruling on immersion practices for converts.81 Add to this a number of responsa pub-

lished online by Rabbi Ysoscher Katz of YCT on an assortment of women’s issues and it would ap-

pear that there exists a cadre of scholars interested in furnishing a corpus of Open Orthodox Hala-

khah. 

No doubt, all of this is a far more humble and less ambitious enterprise than Rabbi Louis Finkel-

stein’s Committee on Jewish Law and Standards. At the very same time, the Open Orthodox’s will-

ingness to explore the broader halakhic terrain has outpaced the initial, more circumspect steps 

traversed by Rabbi Norman Lamm and his colleagues in the 1960s and 1970s. This, then, returns the 

discussion to the matter of historical contingencies. The destinies of religious movements are set in 

motion by a “web of choices” determined by its rabbinic leaders and laypeople. For those communi-

ties that veer toward traditional Jewish practice, the establishment of organizations to set forth hala-

khic boundaries is a pivotal step in the creation of new religious movements. This helps explain how 

the Conservative Movement parted ways with Orthodox Judaism and clarifies Modern Orthodoxy’s 

ability to remain within the fold.  

In the final analysis, the fate of the Open Orthodox and its place within American Judaism will 

also depend on similar crucial choices. For those who draw their lines along various women’s issues, 

the schism has already occurred. I have argued that movements do not part ways on single posi-

tions, no matter how controversial. This sort of divisiveness is animated by the establishment of new 

and exclusive halakhic bodies. These kinds of institutional mechanisms tend to isolate one commu-

nity’s religious observance from another. 

Afterword 

In 1968, Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan opened his Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in Philadelph-

ia. For decades, Kaplan represented the leftwing of Conservative Judaism. His views were intolera-

ble to many within the Conservative camp but Kaplan was “determined not to be divisive.”82 For 

years, Kaplan managed to avoid schism within the movement. Nevertheless, after his retirement 

from the Jewish Theological Seminary, Kaplan and his followers recognized that they had moved far 

beyond the borders of Conservative Judaism and opted to formally found Reconstructionist Juda-

ism. In a sense, Kaplan chose between his own creative principles and fidelity to the Conservative 

Movement. He surrendered unity for the sake of his Reconstructionist beliefs. For his opponents 

within Conservative Judaism, Kaplan’s departure was a relief. For others who were inspired by 

Kaplan but comfortable within Conservative Judaism, it was a traumatic moment. 
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I am reminded of this historical moment due to the recent events that have transpired since I 

completed this essay. Since then, Rabbi Avi Weiss and other Open Orthodox leaders resigned from 

the RCA.83 Shortly therefore, Weiss published another essay on Open Orthodox Judaism. In it, he 

asked and answered the questions dealt with above: 

Since the founding of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah (YCT), and some years later, Yeshi-

vat Maharat (YM), I and others have been asked whether we are creating a new 

movement within Orthodoxy. Movements are generally not announced; they evolve. 

They are not proclaimed; they emerge, sometimes gradually, other times, swiftly. 

Their growth is usually painstaking, surfacing here and there. While they meet op-

position, if they are strong and viable, they coalesce to become a powerful voice. It’s 

only years later that one can assess whether a movement has taken root.84 

Surely, Kaplan and Weiss differ markedly in their theologies and worldview. Yet, there is an im-

portant commonality. Weiss’s essay represents a significant departure from his earlier articulations. 

In the 1990s, he had attempted to shape Orthodox Judaism from within that religious camp. The re-

sults were rather mixed. Attempts to develop an Open Orthodox creed that could fit within the bor-

ders of American Orthodoxy were met with resistance from many people. Now, it appears that 

Weiss and the leaders of other, more-developed, Jewish law-driven Open Orthodox institutions are 

content to venture alone—outside of the “camp”—and to let others determine whether they are in 

fact Orthodox or not. Much like Mordecai Kaplan, there will be some who are relieved and others 

who will be dismayed. I count myself among the disappointed group. I submit that this is not be-

cause I subscribe to Rabbi Weiss’s beliefs—I personally do not—but because recent events betray an 

earlier commitment to working cooperatively within the Orthodox Jewish community. In the future, 

it appears that it will be the task of others who are still within the pale to lead Orthodox Judaism. 
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Rabbi Irving (Yitz) Greenberg and His Theology of 

Covenant 
 

Ira Bedzow 
 

Rabbi Irving (Yitz) Greenberg has been called one of the most influential Jewish teachers and 

communal leaders of the late twentieth century, and his writings have influenced – and continue to 

influence – Jews across the broad denominational spectrum. Joshua Feigelson, in his recent PhD dis-

sertation, writes that much of Greenberg’s work was targeted primarily to Reform and Conservative 

Jews as a way for them to rediscover and reclaim traditional practices.1 Rabbi Greenberg himself has 

acknowledged, “My analysis of where we stand today leads me to look for a language and termi-

nology that is mekarev rechokim even as its depths and meaning would enrich those deepest in the 

tradition.”2 Within Orthodoxy, Rabbi Greenberg thinks of himself as a marginal figure, whose words 

are only considered by those on the liberal side of Orthodoxy.3 Yet, liberal Orthodoxy has grown in 
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numbers and in the strength of its voice in recent years, and Rabbi Greenberg’s teachings are taking 

root in the public conversation about where modern Orthodoxy should be headed and how its more 

liberal segments can provide a theological foundation as they grow.  

Rabbi Greenberg perceives his theology to be an expression for a “third era” in Jewish history, 

the first two being the Biblical and the Rabbinic periods.4 According to Rabbi Greenberg, this third 

era demands a revamp of old institutions and the creation of new ones.5 The new era needs a theol-

ogy that can be understood in a secular setting where it would, in fact, be less separated from gen-

eral culture.6 His modern Orthodox perspective is purposefully distinct from what he calls Ortho-

doxy or ultra-Orthodoxy (he often conflates the two), since Orthodoxy, according to Rabbi Green-

berg, conceives of the balance between modernity and Judaism as a zero-sum game – any attempts 

“to justify and rationalize Torah in modern conceptual terms are objectionable on the grounds that 

such articulations only give authority to modernity while undermining the sancta of Israel.”7 His 

position stems from a view that one can and should separate the essence of the Jewish religion from 

its expression in traditional society, and that a translation is necessary for the continuance of Juda-

ism.8 He explains, “In medieval religions the primary emphasis was away from worldliness and to-

ward anticipation of the divine redeemer. This led to a suspicion of human power; powerlessness 

was the preferred theological mode because weakness made humankind dependent on God. No 

wonder, then, that modernizers who sought human liberation concluded that to free humanity, it 

was necessary to get free of God.”9 Modernization of Orthodox Jewish expression is also needed to-

day, according to Rabbi Greenberg, because the Holocaust had shattered the traditional Orthodox 

perspective as a result of the European rabbis’ fatal advice to be inactive in the political and social 

realms.10 As a general stance, Judaism, in this third era, should not be convincing solely by virtue of 

“the protective tariff of gentile hostility and cultural inferiority.”11 Rabbi Greenberg expresses what 

would become his life’s mission early in his career, in his 1966 interview in The Commentator: “Never 

has a generation been so starved for spiritual nourishment, for a healing mission of Torah. Perhaps 

we have improved and strengthened, but surely we have not been up to the scope of the need. 

However, I believe that the internal issues are linked to the general community issues. If we drop 

our siege mentality, if we shift from mere preservation of our tradition to an attempt to apply it and 
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explore it in every way, if we have the courage to ask the modern questions so that the Torah will 

give us the answers to the questions which bother us, I believe the resultant revival would not be 

content to turn inward but would reach out to our fellow Jew and the world in its plentitude and 

love and desire to serve as G-d’s witnesses.” 

Instead of throwing the baby out with the bathwater, as many assimilating Jews were doing 

when he was starting his career, Rabbi Greenberg began a quest to provide new meanings to old 

concepts.12 Because he saw American Orthodoxy in the 1960s as being fundamentally at odds with 

the ethos of modernity, he tried to separate the core of Orthodox Judaism, which he saw as living a 

halakhic life, from its Medieval trappings and replace them with a more modern expression.13 In do-

ing that, he believed that he could mitigate the flight from halakhic observance.14 For Rabbi Green-

berg, establishing a positive interaction between Judaism and modernity and creating a synthesis 

which would highlight the best of both is nothing less than the particular mission of his generation 

and a challenge that would make or break the Jewish future.15 This is not to consider modern culture 

as primary and Judaism as needing to adapt; rather, it is to understand that the eternality of the To-

rah is best understood in contemporary garb.16 Moreover, for the sake of Jewish unity, he stresses 

that Orthodoxy “must go through a modern experience” in the sense that it should engage in a re-
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newal of the process of imbuing the contemporary experience with religious import. This is not 

meant to be a complete halakhic revolution (though he does call for a transformation of the halakhic 

process) or a submission to modernism; rather it is an attempt to apply religious values and practic-

es to all areas of secular life.17 Otherwise, not only will Orthodoxy eventually lose to history, but, in 

the present, it will not be able to communicate with other Jewish denominations, let alone other reli-

gions. Not everyone, however, shared Rabbi Greenberg’s view of the balance between Americaniza-

tion and tradition. For example, Rav Aharon Lichtenstein zt”l did not view acculturation into Amer-

ican society as positively as did Rabbi Greenberg. He writes with respect to Rabbi Greenberg’s view 

of Jewish Americanization, “Our primary goal must be the more selfish—yes, selfish—one of surviv-

ing as a viable tradition; and I simply cannot buy your thesis that this can be better done by much 

greater involvement in American political life.”18 

Rabbi Greenberg relies on Maimonides, Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, and Rabbi Soloveitchik 

to justify his interpretative creativity and halakhic innovations, claiming that they did not object to 

thinking that the Torah transformed contemporaneous practices and can be reinterpreted in light of 

contemporary culture, as long as one maintains the Torah’s divinity.19  

A good example of his using Rabbi Hirsch as an anchor of legitimacy for his thought is the fol-

lowing: In defending his position early in his career, he stated, “In Hirsch’s words, I seek to avoid 

being a member of the party ‘which bears it [Judaism] as a sacred relic, as a revered mummy, and 

fears to awaken its spirit’ and of the party which is ‘filled with noble enthusiasm for the welfare of 

the Jews, but they look upon Judaism as a lifeless framework…they seek its spirit and find it not, 

and are in danger with all their efforts to help the Jew, of severing the last life-nerve of Judaism out 

of sheer ignorance.’ Hirsch states that ‘these two opposing elements are alike in one great respect, 

that they are both in the wrong.”20 However, as Rabbi Danzinger has already commented on Rabbi 

Greenberg’s use of Rabbi Hirsch in 1966, in this quotation, Rabbi Hirsch is not referring to opposing 

factions with respect to the eternal constancy or progressive development of Halakha. Rather, the 

reference is to those who observe the Mitzvot mechanically and without meaning and to those who 

want to change Halakha out of a belief that it is devoid of meaning. Rabbi Hirsch emphasizes both 

that Halakha has meaning and that a person must endeavor to discover it through observance. Rab-

bi Danzinger further notes, “In all the vast writings of Hirsch – the great reviver of Judaism’s spirit 

in relation to modern, cultured man – there is not a word to suggest the need to develop Halocha 

[sic.] in conformity with modern notions.”21 
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Rabbi Greenberg also intended to take Rabbi Soloveitchik’s thought to its logical conclusion, 

through doors which he recognizes that Rabbi Soloveitchik might have opened but through which 

he did not walk.22 The two major conclusions that Rabbi Greenberg derives from Rabbi Solove-

itchik’s thought are the importance of pluralism and the need for engagement with historical and 

critical methods in the study of Bible. I intend only to discuss the importance of pluralism, as it re-

lates to Rabbi Greenberg’s overall theology.  

Rabbi Greenberg writes that Rabbi Soloveitchik justified pluralism when the Jewish people faced 

an external threat yet did not condone pluralism for the sake of internal matters.23 Yet, Rabbi Green-

berg claims that this was only a public declaration and not a privately held belief. To explain why he 

says this, he tells of a time when he went to Rabbi Soloveitchik to seek permission for interfaith dia-

logue. Rabbi Greenberg recounts the experience as follows:  

First, I said: Rebbe, you taught me that in the halakhic worldview, life is spiritually 

seamless. But then there is no real distinction between areas of social action and the-

ology/doctrine. After a moment’s pause, he said: Greenberg, you are right…Then I 

said: Maybe you meant to say that Jewry is not prepared for such a theological en-

terprise and that one should restrict it until we are ready. Again, after a moment’s 

pause, he said: You are right. I responded: You know, many believe that the Ortho-

dox would be in the best position to speak of Judaism. I myself plan to pursue the 

dialogue with Christianity because too much is at stake for us not to. He did not ob-

ject.24 

Taking Rabbi Soloveitchik’s thinking to what he saw as its ultimate conclusion, Rabbi Greenberg 

justifies interfaith discussion, claiming that, according to the Rav’s worldview, Halakha does not 

permit a distinction between social action and theology. Therefore, permission for the former should 

apply to the latter. Rabbi Greenberg states that the Rav agreed with him, and thus calls his public 

writing to the contrary “Marrano writing.”25 

In truth, however, it is conceivable that with respect to pluralism Rabbi Soloveitchik could make 

a distinction between social action and interfaith dialogue as a philosophical conclusion and not on-

ly as a political decision. In Rabbi Soloveitchik’s thought, the halakhic man uses Halakha to create an 

a priori ideal framework to which he can compare and consequently understand reality. However, 

because theoretical Halakha is an ideal system without any definitional relationship to the physical 

world, the physical world cannot determine what the ideal Halakha should be. Abstraction from 

physical halakhic acts may provide a conceptual commonality that could be used to theorize about 

                                                        

22 Two Doors Rabbi Soloveitchik Opened and Did Not Walk Through, 8. 
23 Ibid. 17. 
24 Irving Greenberg, For the Sake of Heaven and Earth: The New Encounter between Judaism and Christianity 

(Philadelphia, PA: Jewish Publication Society, 2004) 14. 
25 Ibid. 13-14. 
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the nature of future cases; yet, if the physical world temporarily aberrates from the halakhic ideal, 

any abstraction from the physical world is irrelevant. Given this framework, the ideal Halakha is 

both an ontological and epistemological system upon which one creates a theology and the source of 

a normative system by which one learns how to live and act in the world. As such, Rabbi Green-

berg’s claim that the application of the ideal Halakha must be the same for theology and social ac-

tion is specious since theology and social action exist in different frameworks, i.e. the former in an 

ontological/epistemological framework and the latter in a normative framework. The “spiritual 

seamlessness” of the halakhic worldview does not, therefore, imply a lack of distinction between 

areas of social action and theology/doctrine, but rather it refers to the fact that social action and the-

ology/doctrine emanate from – and must always answer to – the same source, i.e. the ideal Halakha. 

It would then be philosophically coherent for pluralism to exist in the sphere of social action, since 

people can work together to achieve the same goal even when the reasons for that goal are different. 

For there to be any communication in theological matters, however, those in dialogue must speak 

the same language, i.e. that of the ideal Halakha, which does not occur in interfaith dialogue. 

Even if one were to assume that Rabbi Soloveitchik does agree with Rabbi Greenberg’s philo-

sophical conclusions, his refusal to walk through the door along with Rabbi Greenberg may stem 

from a reservation that his philosophical expression is, at best, an approximation of traditional con-

cepts and must therefore not be drawn to its fullest implications. Rabbi Greenberg, on the other 

hand, saw Rabbi Soloveitchik’s and modern Orthodoxy’s restraint as a consequence of Haredi pres-

sure. Fearing an impasse, at best, or the dissolution of modern Orthodoxy at worst, Rabbi Greenberg 

walked through the doors, which “open up a path of relevance and credibility that would prove that 

the Torah can be learned and lived in every culture.”26  

That Rabbi Soloveitchik did not condone Rabbi Greenberg’s extension of his philosophy can be 

seen from Rabbi Soloveitchik’s response to a letter of apology from Rabbi Greenberg. It states, “You 

are certainly entitled to your opinion as much as I am to mine. I have never demanded conformity or 

compliance even from my children. I believe in freedom of opinion and freedom of action. When 

you consulted me about your participation (?) all I said, which I addressed not to you but to myself, 

was in the form of a hesitant (?) advice. In fact, I spoke in the first person, namely if I were invited I 

would not accept. I did not instruct nor did I try to convince you. Since you have made up your 

mind in accordance with your own view, all I can say to you is aleh v’hatzleach, Go and may God be 

with you!”27 

As a result of his interfaith interests, Rabbi Greenberg’s theology was influenced by contempo-

rary Christian theologians for whom he has great respect and hakarat hatov. He consciously adapted 

their ideas for his theology and also adopted certain Christian impressions into his writings without 

                                                        

26 Two Doors Rabbi Soloveitchik Opened and Did Not Walk Through, 9. 
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reference to their sources, as evidenced by his casual use of allusions for pithy explanation or de-

scription. He sprinkles his prose with the occasional Christian reference in such a way that it betrays 

more than just the borrowing of a turn of phrase. Rather, the use of these foreign allusions reveals a 

reliance on foreign ideas as replacements for traditional Jewish expressions. For example, he writes, 

“The main feature of the Shabbat meal, however, is not what goes into the mouth but what comes 

out of it.”28 While this may seem to be a way to emphasize the priority of the spiritual over the mate-

rial aspects of the day, anyone with the slightest familiarity with Christianity and the New Testa-

ment will notice the reference to the Gospel of Matthew (and Mark), in which Jesus uses the same 

expression to defend his rejection of the Rabbinic decree to wash one’s hands before eating. The 

chapter in which this reference is found begins with some Pharisees approaching Jesus to ask, “Why 

do your disciples break the tradition of the elders?” since he and his disciples would not wash their 

hands before eating, to which he replies, “And why do you break the command of God for the 

sake of your tradition?” Jesus continues his response by saying that it is not what goes into the 

mouth that defiles a person but rather what comes out of his mouth. I doubt that Rabbi Green-

berg means to imply that we should learn from Jesus and break tradition for the sake of obeying 

God, yet his theology in general does rely on his Christian contemporaries and speaks to trans-

forming Halakha in a time when the covenant has been broken. In another place, Rabbi Green-

berg writes, “As long as the world is full of evil and suffering, the hidden God can only be detected 

rather than really known; until the world is perfected, we see God dimly, as through a 

glass, darkly.”29 While this may be a truly vivid metaphor, it is also the expression that Paul uses in 

1 Corinthians in his chapter about agape, the Christian notion of the covenantal love of God for hu-

mans and the reciprocal human love for God which extends to the love of one's fellow. While Paul 

also borrowed the expression “through a glass, darkly” from the Rabbinic term aspaklaria, both he 

and Rabbi Greenberg use it to bridge Rabbinic Judaism and Christian theology. Rabbi Greenberg 

does admit that, initially, his thinking about God’s suffering, which plays a major part in his theolo-

gy of the Holocaust, sounded very Christian. Yet he affirms its Judaic source by claiming that Chris-

tians derived the image from the Hebrew Bible and that Jews rejected the idea as a way to distin-

guish Judaism from Christianity.30  

Rabbi Greenberg admits that his books may be ahead of their time,31 but he also recognizes that, 

to be heard, ideas must not only be credible or logical, they must also enable people to cope with 

reality.32 Therefore, though he uses many theological terms in imprecise, non-philosophical ways in 

                                                        

28 The Jewish Way, 172. 
29 For The Sake of Heaven and Earth, 51. 
30 Ibid. 25-6. 
31 Living in the Image of God, 21 
32 Living in the Image of God, 5 
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order to expand his reading audience to as large a demographic as possible,33 I will attempt to pro-

vide a description of his theology in the most charitable and coherent way, relying on context to in-

fer philosophical connotation when terms may be ambiguous.  

Tikkun Olam 

An historian by training, Rabbi Greenberg relies on his understanding of Jewish history to pro-

vide the basis for his theology. For Rabbi Greenberg, the goal of human life is to create a messianic 

society, whereby the world is rich enough to spend an unlimited amount of money to save even one 

life and is politically and socially reorganized so that there cannot be systematized legal degradation 

or discrimination against people.34 Describing the perfected, messianic world, he writes, “In a world 

of justice and peace, with all material needs taken care of, humans will be free to establish a harmo-

nious relationship with nature, with each other, with God.”35 In Rabbi Greenberg’s terminology, the 

redemptive process in perfecting the world is tikkun olam. His confidence in this messianic vision is 

demonstrated in his statement that “Judaism insists that history and the social-economic-political 

reality in which people live will eventually be perfected; much of what passes for the norm of hu-

man existence is really a deviation from the ultimate reality.”36 The Jews are humanity’s vanguard,37 

and it is Judaism’s goal to achieve this, which, for Rabbi Greenberg, implies that Judaism should 

play a world role through cultural and religious outreach and through humanitarian and political 

involvement.38 To do so, however, Jews must be able to be heard, which means not only finding a 

Jewish language appropriate for societal discourse but also behaving in ways that do not alienate 

secular society, as Rabbi Greenberg notes, “Until we learn to live with the totally different tone of 

contemporary culture, we shall be, too often, ineffective or not heard.”39 For Rabbi Greenberg, this 

applies to both interfaith and interdenominational cooperation, and he notes that hostility to the Or-

thodox by the non-Orthodox was, in part, a result of the alienating attitudes of the former.40  

Viewing the messianic ideal with American eyes,41 Rabbi Greenberg states that establishing a 

democratic system is an example of tikkun olam.42 He writes that “just as free individuals and socie-

                                                        

33 Steven Katz, “Irving (Yitzchak) Greenberg,” Interpreters of Judaism in the late twentieth century. Vol. 7, Ed. 

Steven T. Katz, (Bnai Brith Intl Continuing, 1993) 78; Steven T. Katz, “‘Voluntary Covenant:’ Irving 
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ern Jewish Thought and History (New York: New York University Press, 1992) 240. 
34 Living in the Image of God, 69. 
35 The Jewish Way, 18. 
36 Ibid. 34. 
37 Ibid. 19. 
38 Living in the Image of God, 29. 
39 “Jewish Values and the Changing American Ethic,” 61. 
40 Two Doors Rabbi Soloveitchik Opened and Did Not Walk Through, 20. 
41 Rabbi Greenberg looks at proper Jewish education through American eyes in a way which provides 

analogy to his theological views as well. He writes, “The reorientation of Jewish education in the new 
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ties outperformed authoritarian structures in political, economic, and military matters, so too would 

voluntary covenantal service prove to be more total and dedicated than any imposed commit-

ments.”43 He gives the ideal of democracy religious justification by legitimating it as Judaism’s view: 

“In Judaism’s view, slavery draws legitimacy from idolatry; democracy is ultimately grounded in 

the God-given dignity of every human being. The God who created and loves us gives us freedom 

as our moral right and denies absolute authority to all human governments and systems. Totalitari-

anism or total worship of any human system is the idolatry of our time.”44 Democracy for Rabbi 

Greenberg is not only a political institution, it is the religious framework in which God and humans 

act in partnership. The creation of democracy thus fulfills a religious mandate.45 He writes, “Our 

task is to create a societal/political framework to uphold these dignities to the best of our ability 

now, while pursuing the longer-term dream of transformation needed to bring into being a system 

which can sustain them fully. Democracy has proven to be more capable of this combination than 

any other political system.”46 In one description of the covenant (which we will discuss below) be-

tween God and the Jewish people, Rabbi Greenberg writes, “Another outgrowth of this covenant 

concept has been the principle of the rule of laws, not of men. If God is bound by the law, then an 

earthly ruler is not above the law either. This tradition persists in the United States with the suprem-

acy of the Constitution, the right of the individual and the group to legal protection, and the consen-

sus of the need for limits on government.”47 Elsewhere, he writes, “‘Peace and prosperity’ is not just 

an American political platform; it is the prescription for the Messianic days.”48 His political and eco-

nomic beliefs also shape his descriptions and understanding of religious rites and holidays. For ex-

                                                                                                                                                                                   

American ethic begins with the recognition that too much has been made of the idea that Judaism comes 

from God and one must simply obey. This idea is true. Yet it is a one-sided truth.” (“Jewish Values and 

the Changing American Ethic,” 62.) Because God has given Jews free will, Greenberg advises, Jewish ed-

ucation should stress relevance over obedience. Also, parents should delay in imposing mitzvah ob-

servance on their children so as to avoid communicating formalism and ensure they are ready to internal-

ize the message of the mitzvah. Moreover, the rational and existential should be stressed over authority; 

authority should be used to enrich understanding and increase appeal but not as the primary motive for 

observance. The model which Greenberg advises is admittedly the American model, which accounts for 

the pluralism of American society. See “Jewish Values and the Changing American Ethic.” 
42 Living in the Image of God, 70. 
43 For The Sake of Heaven and Earth, 28. 
44 The Jewish Way, 53. 
45 Irving Greenberg, “Grounding Democracy in Reverence for Life: A View from Judaism.” Religions in 

Dialogue: From Theocracy to Democracy, Ed. Alan Race and Ingrid Shafer. (Hants, England: Ashgate Pub-

lishing Limited, 2002) 31. 
46 Ibid. 31. 
47 The Jewish Way, 75. 
48 “Fundamental Jewish Values” (New York: National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership 

(CLAL)). 
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ample, Rabbi Greenberg sees redemption as the central paradigm of the Jewish religion49 and hu-

mane socialism as the secular parallel to the Exodus.50 He portrays the creation of Yom Hashoah and 

Yom Ha’Atzmaut as a demonstration of the authority of the rule of law (and the people) and not of 

the ruler since their creation came from popular demand and not the willingness of the Orthodox 

Rabbinic establishment.51  

The mission of the Jewish people is to be a force in history in its own right,52 by creating a com-

munity that takes care of its own in a way that can serve as an example to the world.53 As such, Rab-

bi Greenberg dedicates his life not only to his writing but in trying to fulfill his belief that “[i]t is not 

enough that the shul become more Jewish; the Jewish community centers, the Federation, the family 

service agencies, and so on, must also become more Jewish.”54 However, after the Holocaust, Juda-

ism and the mission of Jewish people cannot be understood in an exclusively Jewish framework. 

They must be viewed through the lenses of Christianity and modernity as well,55 since the Holocaust 

was a revelational event for both Jews and for Christians.56 That does not mean that Judaism and 

Christianity should merge into one religion. In this post-Holocaust world, “the two faiths need each 

other to maximize the good and to offset the negative tendencies inherent in both as they follow 

their own distinctive paths.”57 Neither should Judaism devolve into a system of universal ethics that 

is committed to social welfare alone; for Rabbi Greenberg, Jewish ethics is the way to serve God, but 

through ritual, one connects to God.58 

Humans have the ability to achieve this state of societal perfection because they are created in 

the Divine Image, which he defines as having three distinct dignities: infinite value, equality, and 

uniqueness.59 In his own American parlance, he writes, “The people of Israel hold these truths to be 

self-evident: that all humans are created in the image of God and endowed by their creator with cer-

tain inalienable dignities, among which are infinite value, equality, and uniqueness, the birthright of 

                                                        

49 The Jewish Way, 18. 
50 Ibid. 65. 
51 Ibid. 31, 281, 336. One could also draw a parallel between Rabbi Greenberg’s view of the covenant in 
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every son and every daughter of God.”60 In his article, “Toward a Covenantal Ethic of Medicine,” 

Rabbi Greenberg adds a fourth dimension, which is the idea that humans – as images of the Divine – 

are constantly developing and in the process of becoming.61  

Covenant 

The manner in which Rabbi Greenberg conceives of tikkun olam being achieved is through his 

notion of covenant.62 The covenant between God and the Jewish people is not a static, consistent 

agreement. The relationship it holds together changes as humanity gains autonomy vis-à-vis its abil-

ity to determine the nature of the covenant. God’s hiddenness increases as humans become more 

capable and more powerful.63 This is not a matter of weakness in the Divine; rather it is a reflection 

of love and trust for humanity. How human autonomy in this third era affects the Divine relation-

ship is explained by Rabbi Greenberg as follows: “One can have all the power in the world, but the 

more power one possesses, the less one will receive love – because others are so intimidated by 

power that they won’t express what they really feel. So, in the covenant, God renounces power – 

takes on limits and equal standing with the human partner – so that humans can relate with integri-

ty and love to God.”64 A consequence of this change in relationship is that theological cause and ef-

fect are no longer readily apparent. As Rabbi Greenberg writes, “We no longer have the covenantal 

right to draw the same conclusion as does the Book of Judges – that if there was a good outcome, 

God did it because we obeyed; and if there was a bad outcome, God inflicted the bad result on us 

because of our sins.65  

The covenant of the third era originates in the experience of the Holocaust, yet it is the logical 

next step in the covenant’s historical development. In Rabbi Greenberg’s historical theology, the first 

phase of the covenant is the Biblical era, in which God limited Himself for the sake of the covenant 

yet remained dominant as the initiator and instructor.66 This was not the first instance of God’s self-

limiting, however, He also limited Himself for the sake of the Noahide covenant. Rabbi Greenberg 

does not examine the differences between God’s self-limiting for the sake of the Noahide vs. the Bib-

lical covenant. He does say, however, that the Noahide covenant is of greater import than the Rab-

binic tradition admits, since he conceives of it as the master paradigm for the structured love be-

tween God and humanity.67  
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The second era is the Rabbinic era, in which God imposes more “stringent” self-limits upon 

Himself, thereby inviting humans to assume a more participatory role. He writes that, after the de-

struction of the Second Temple, the rabbis reinterpreted the nature of God and God’s relationship 

with the Jewish people so as to find coherence in a time of changing social, religious, and political 

norms. In this reinterpretation, God withdrew Himself – prophecy ceased and miracles were no 

longer manifest. Rabbi Greenberg understands this description to mean that the destruction could 

not have happened unless God withdrew, yet he is ambiguous as to whether he thinks God’s with-

drawal was only a precursor or also a punishment or cause of the destruction.68 Regardless, with-

drawal is seen as a positive act by God to give the Jewish people more autonomy to determine the 

details of the covenant. It was a step away from being servants and closer to being partners, thereby 

justifying the changes that the rabbis made to halakhic life. He writes with respect to the destruction 

of the Second Temple, “To borrow later language, in allowing the catastrophe, the Divine had exer-

cised tzimtzum; it followed that humans were now called to more equal, assertive, and authoritative 

roles in the covenant.”69  

Rabbi Greenberg understands that, similar to the destruction of the Second Temple, the Holo-

caust is a catalyst for reshaping one’s religious and metaphysical understanding of Judaism. It is a 

unique tragedy in Jewish history due to the totality of the Nazi plan, yet a post-Holocaust theology 

should not be grounded on whether the Holocaust was a punishment for sins, but rather on how we 

can continue in light of it.70 Rabbi Greenberg argues that the Holocaust should be seen as a result of 

God’s withdrawing once again, yet this withdrawal was too much for the continuity of the covenant 

in its previous manifestation. In a word, after the Holocaust, the Divine covenant was broken.71  

Rabbi Greenberg’s theological justification for understanding how this third era is consistent 

with his covenantal history is based on his reading of a particular Talmudic passage. 

And they stood under the mount: Rav Avdimi b. Hama b. Hasa said, “This teaches 

that the Holy One, blessed be He, overturned the mountain upon them like an [in-
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verted] cask, and said to them, ‘If you accept the Torah, it is well; if not, there shall be 

your burial.’” Rav Aha b. Jacob observed, “This furnishes a strong protest against the 

Torah.” Said Raba, “Yet even so, they re-accepted it in the days of Ahasuerus…”72 

Just as in the transition from the Biblical to the Rabbinic period, when the Jews voluntarily ac-

cepted the covenant despite God’s withdrawal and self-limitation, so did a withdrawal and reac-

ceptance occur between the Rabbinic era and today.73 

In rectifying the broken covenant of the Holocaust, Rabbi Greenberg writes that the Jews are 

now under a voluntary covenant of their own making. This is because after the Holocaust, “God 

must repent of the covenant, i.e., do teshuva [repentance] for having given his chosen people a task 

that was unbearably cruel and dangerous without having provided for their protection. Morally 

speaking, then, God can have no claims on the Jews by dint of the covenant.”74 For Rabbi Greenberg, 

the Holocaust so fundamentally changed the nature of the covenant that God can no longer make 

any claim on the Jewish people. He writes, “The fundamental shift in the nature of the covenant can 

be put yet another way. It can no longer be commanded.”75 Despite God’s inability to command, 

however, “the Jewish people, released from its obligations, chose voluntarily to take it on again… 

the Jewish people was so in love with the dream of redemption that it volunteered to carry on its 

mission.”76 

This Divine withdrawal and the Jewish people’s voluntary reacceptance have made the Jewish 

people executors, and not only partners, of the covenant. As a result, the manner of Jewish leader-

ship must change once again, from Kohen to rabbi and now to a more democratized structure where 
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the layman has dominance.77 In his 1970 talk at Seton Hall, Rabbi Greenberg said, “The most widely 

observed mitzvah in the Jewish community—reaching far beyond the synagogues—is United Jewish 

Appeal and Israel bonds. To give to these is to give in light of Auschwitz and Israel simultaneous-

ly.”78 

Rabbi Greenberg calls his concept of “broken covenant” a play on words since he says it comes 

from Rabbi Nahman of Breslov’s statement that there is no heart so whole as a broken heart.79 A 

broken covenant is therefore, for Rabbi Greenberg, a statement of its opposite, i.e. a complete cove-

nant, which one can assume means that its completeness emanates from God’s ultimate willingness 

to let humans be in control. Moreover, according to Rabbi Greenberg, being broken is theologically 

superior to being perfect since it is only through a broken reality that humans can achieve their po-

tential.80 Rabbi Greenberg borrows Rabbi Nahman’s words but not his meaning. He puts the He-

brew term into the context of contemporary romantic feelings and translates it as a com-

mon metaphor for the intense emotional pain or suffering one feels after losing a loved one. To put it 

in a Hebrew context, one would start by referring to its meaning in Psalms 51:19, where it connotes 

humility, desperation, and remorsefulness. Similarly, Rabbi Nahman understood it in terms of rec-

ognizing one’s dependence on God. In comparing it to depression, he writes, “Depression is like an-

ger and rage. It is like a complaint against God for not fulfilling one’s wishes. But one with a ‘broken 

heart’ is like a child pleading before his father. He is like a baby crying and complaining because his 

father is far away.”81 The idea that broken-heartedness (lev nishbar) involves a sense of vulnerability 

and not autonomy is found in many Halakhot ranging from the social sphere to the personal sphere 

of the laws of prayer. Maimonides writes in Hilkhot Matanot Aniyim, “If a poor person asks one for a 

donation and he has nothing to give him, he should conciliate him with words. It is forbidden to 

scold a poor person or to raise one’s voice against him while shouting, because his heart is broken 

and crushed (libo nishbar v’nidke), and [Psalms 51:19] states, ‘God will not scorn a broken and 

crushed heart.’ And [Isaiah 57:15 describes as Divine the attribute of] ‘reviv[ing] the spirit of the 

lowly and revitaliz[ing] the heart of the crushed.’ Woe unto he who shames the poor, woe be he! In-

stead, one should be like a father to him, both in mercies and in words, as [Job 29:16] states: ‘I am a 

father to the destitute.’”82 In terms of prayer, Rabbi Yehiel Michel Epstein writes that one should 
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pray in a building and not in an open space, the reason [being] that when a person is in a private 

place it engenders awe for the King and he will be humbled (libo nishbar).83 From a theological per-

spective, brokenness is borrowed from the Kabbalistic idea of the breaking of the vessels (shevirat ha-

keilim), which is related to tzimtzum. Again, while Rabbi Greenberg uses the idea to allow for human 

autonomy, the metaphysics of the breaking of the vessels involves a teleology of self-nullification 

into the Divine (bittul) and not the assertion of human independence.  

In terms of his conclusion that the covenant can no longer be commanded, Baruch Spinoza pre-

ceded Rabbi Greenberg in claiming that God no longer could mandate obedience of Halakha. Spino-

za argued that Jewish law had normative force only through the authority of the state; after the Jews 

were exiled, following the destruction of the Second Temple, they no longer were bound by the 

law.84 Spinoza, however, took his claim further by advocating that, rather than maintain affiliation to 

the law, albeit making it go through a modernization process, Jews should integrate into their exilic 

surroundings through assimilation, since Jewish law is a source of alienation. Rabbi Greenberg 

maintains that God’s authority in the Divine covenant is not dependent on sovereignty, yet, like 

Spinoza asserts, the legitimacy of the covenant is not sacrosanct but rather contingent on historical 

events. Throughout the Middle Ages, disputations argued over this very point. For example, Rabbi 

Solomon ben Aderet concludes his response to the challenge of Raymond Martini, a Dominican He-

braist and one of the censors of the Talmud appointed by the Pope in the thirteenth century, as fol-

lows: 

Here I have written at length because the group that makes these claims on us comes 

in a round-about way to these things. Their intention is to say that the command-

ments of the Torah are not eternal but were given only for a specific time, and they 

think that if [they can show that] the Sages acknowledge that they apply for a time 

and are nullified for another time, it gives [legitimacy to] the ability of the Giver of 

the Law to differentiate and say that He can nullify [the Law] even in the time 

[where it should apply, which is] in this world. Now we have strengthened the truth 

[with the above proofs] and revealed that the ideas of the Sages, of blessed memory, 

are not on the side that we have brought [of those who challenge us] and have an-

swered [their false claims].85  

While it is true that Rabbi Greenberg acknowledges that the Jews reaffirmed the covenant after 

the Holocaust, accepting the idea of the brokenness of the covenant allows for one to claim that any 

other break could be legitimate as well. It is just a matter of how disastrous the historical calamity. 

Moreover, the Jews’ affirmation of the covenant after the Holocaust is a declaration of authority as 
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much as it is love. Therefore, because of God’s hiddenness, the Jewish people can make the covenant 

according to their own will. 

Rabbi Greenberg’s emphasis on human autonomy over the traditional symbol of being a servant 

of God (eved Hashem) is due to the connotations that contemporary society gives to the words used to 

translate eved. Yet we are servants to God and not servants of servants86 and thus should not com-

pare the human to the Divine relationship.87 Those in the Bible who were called servants of God – 

Moses, Joshua, Caleb, Samuel, Ahiyah, Elijah, Yonah, Isaiah, Eliakim, Job, and Zerubabel – lived 

lives very different than any mundane model of servitude. Rather, by their servitude to God, they 

were leaders among men. They tried to change the social and political landscape by making their 

will accord to God’s will; they did not try to make God’s will accord with their will by trying to de-

fine the terms of the Divine covenant based on their autonomous understanding.  

Halakha 

The renewed covenant implies that the halakhic process must also be changed to serve the con-

temporary environment. “To rule halachically the same way as before is really to assume that God 

intervenes the same as before…the Halacha will have to give full religious weight to the new sensi-

tivity to human dignity called forth as a response to the total degradation inflicted in the Holo-

caust.”88 Mitzvot, in general, and Halakha, in particular, are meant to shape human beings in cove-

nant with God.89 Halakha’s observance and development is meant to be a Jewish method of tikkun 

olam and not just a legal system or a set of commandments.90 It is not meant to improve the individ-

ual alone; Halakha is also a means to improve societal conditions.91 From a theological perspective 

on the process of halakhic development he writes,  

The basic thesis of the Halachah is very simple: norms, whatever their intrinsic 

worth, cannot be realized in real life in one step, if they can be realized at all. Then 

the crucial question of the moral state of society becomes: how to move, step by step, 

toward the overcoming of an evil without thereby collaborating with the system, that 

is, in the process selling out to the system. The classic tension of being either in the 

underground or the establishment—with nothing in between—has been the beset-

ting problem of reformers and of revolutionaries throughout history. Judaism felt 
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that the only resolution of this tension is to try a two level approach: the prophetic 

holding up of the generality and the constant renewal of exposure to that total de-

mand—whether it be ‘freedom now’ or ‘social justice immediately’—must be com-

bined with the Halachah [to achieve] the proximate and partial realization of the 

good possible at this moment. There is a crucial, ongoing role for the rabbi or the in-

dividual in deciding what is the next step to be taken. By taking only this step, one 

does become a de facto collaborator with the existing system. But without this ‘col-

laboration’ nothing would be achieved.92  

Because society cannot change all at once, Halakha allows for a process of gradual change. There 

is societal improvement by evolution, not revolution. Therefore, when a rabbi recognizes that the 

Halakha is unjust, the challenge that must be faced is how to work within the system to create at 

least a small step towards change rather than give up on the system completely. The focus, however, 

is always to move the Halakha towards improved societal conditions. 

Because religious service is not intended primarily to satisfy God, who, Rabbi Greenberg notes, 

does not need the gratification, the perspective one should take on halakhic rulings is that they must 

consider human dignity and a person’s quality of life. Poskim must give halakhic weight to people’s 

feelings and priorities and show leniency when the value of tzelem Elokim is at stake.93 For example, 

he writes in his “Towards a Covenantal Ethic of Medicine” that rulings on birth control and abortion 

should be more than one-sidedly concerned with the quantity of life; rather, it should recognize that 

rulings in the matter consist of balancing the quantity of life [of the baby?] and its quality [with re-

spect to the mother?].94 Similarly, in his new article on brain death, “A Life of Halakha or a Halakha 

of Life?” he writes that the primary criterion for answering a halakhic question is not precedent or 

existing norms but to uphold life.95 Towards the end of his article he writes, “The second factor dis-

torting the attitude of the halakhists is their vision of halakha as an intellectual or legal system unto 

itself rather than as a Torah of living, creating, and guiding society. As a code, the primary emphasis 

is on adhering to precedents and upholding traditions. There is no obligation to provide for reality 

and ensure that the halakha actually works in real life.”96 (I am not sure who the halakhists are to 

which Rabbi Greenberg refers, but such a sweeping statement deriding Jewish leaders and adjudica-

tors of Halakha leaves little room for the pluralism that he so dearly desires and it mimics the alien-
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ating tone and behavior that he saw needed changing in the Orthodox. Does he really think that the 

halakhists do not want Halakha to work in real life because they see value in precedential reasoning 

and continuity with tradition? Is the conservatism of not immediately accepting something but ra-

ther allowing change to be thoughtful and gradual not a value that Rabbi Greenberg can 

acknowledge, if not affirm? Is there not a concern for human dignity on both sides of the brain death 

debate?) Rabbi Greenberg writes that he adopted the adjudicative process of his father, Rabbi Eli-

yahu Chayim Greenberg. “This defense of the people, Israel, was a very strong theme in my father’s 

life, and appeared in all of his psakim (rulings). He viewed the responsibility of the posek to employ 

the Halachah to help people, to relieve people’s pain. Therefore, he was highly critical of chumras 

that inflicted avoidable burdens and of rulings that caused pain to people when there were alterna-

tive imaginative possibilities to mitigate suffering.”97 Especially in a time when the value of humani-

ty must be bolstered as an expression of the Divine mandate, Rabbi Greenberg urges to use classic 

psak to advance this goal, and to engage Halakha to the limit and beyond to confirm human digni-

ty.98  

This is not a radical break for Rabbi Greenberg from the traditional view of Halakha, since he 

perceives the operation of Halakha to be a process of interpretation and application through history 

and in changing circumstances.99 His critique of contemporary Orthodoxy (at least in 1966) is that it 

has escaped into the purely ritualistic realm of Halakha, has homogenized Halakha, and has made a 

routine out of it.100 He calls for “…a thorough re-examination of the Shulchan Orach. The purpose of 

halachah is to transform the mundane into the holy by the utilization of the halachah which applies 

to any given experience, but today, there are some experiences which halachah doesn’t cover ade-

quately, and we are unwilling to apply many Halachot that deal with contemporary problems. The 

Poskim aren’t meeting their responsibility in updating and fully applying our law codes. This inac-

tion represents a denial of one of the basic tenets of Judaism: that our tradition may be applied to 

any situation. In short, the halachah has broken down.”101 For Rabbi Greenberg, the halachah will be 

far better served when we recognize that its goals are tzelem Elokim and tikkun olam, and when we 

use whatever authority it has, or needs, or wants, to achieve its own goals.102 Of course, many of his 

Orthodox contemporaries reject this critique and uphold the belief that, while the Halakha is meant 

for the betterment of human beings and society, it should not be changed willy nilly to meet the de-

mands of contemporary desires but, rather, should progress by virtue of its own conventions. 
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Pluralism 

As said above, the covenant after the Holocaust was not only fundamentally changed, it was 

broken. In one place, Rabbi Greenberg uses the term “broken” to refer to our inherited conceptual 

and ideological categories and tikkun to refer to rectifying the brokenness of our own understand-

ing.103 Divine concealment leads to epistemological pluralism, since without prophecy no one can 

claim to know the absolute truth.104 Epistemological pluralism is, therefore, an attempt to gain clari-

ty of our own vague understanding. However, for Rabbi Greenberg, the value of pluralism when 

applied to this type of brokenness is in its multiplicity, since it precludes absolutist inclinations and 

the totalitarian politics that they can engender.105 To give one of his examples, he writes, “‘Never 

again’ is one of the profoundest truths to come out of the encounter with the Holocaust. But applied 

by Meir Kahane, one-sidedly – without awareness of the ‘brokenness’ of the Jews and the Jewish 

tradition – it became a prescription for continuing the Holocaust, in spirit and values, by inflicting 

violence and proposing to inflict expulsion and even death on innocent civilians, Arabs, and oth-

ers.”106 In other places, Rabbi Greenberg refers to ontological pluralism, which stems from two dif-

ferent sources. The voluntary covenant that is a consequence of the Holocaust justifies denomina-

tional pluralism, since if each Jew voluntarily engages God in a covenant that is not commanded, 

then no expression of Judaism should be considered illegitimate. Each denomination is holy in its 

willingness to act in an image of God that is of its own making. From an interfaith perspective, onto-

logical pluralism stems from multiple revelations, i.e. God gave a different message to the nations, 

or, epistemologically, from the idea that each tradition or religion may be absolutely true from its 

own vantage point, but that this vantage point is not held by everyone or by all religions.107  

According to Rabbi Greenberg, most people do not understand the principle of pluralism since 

they equate it with relativism (nothing is absolutely true, so everyone can say whatever he or she 

wants).108 Rabbi Greenberg, on the other hand, acknowledges the existence of absolute truths, yet he 

admits that absolute truths have limits. In his words, “The limit may grow from the discovery that 

beyond my world there is another realm of discourse and truth that may coexist with mine.”109 Plu-

ralism is a consequence of recognizing the limits of one’s own absolute truths, acknowledging the 

existence of another’s absolute truths, and allowing contradictions to be maintained. For Rabbi 

Greenberg, however, pluralism must encompass more than simple affirmation; it entails learning 
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from other faiths and denominations so as to provide oneself with a fuller picture.110 He writes, “A 

pluralist system can deal positively with other traditions and with alternative readings within the 

tradition without being undermined because in some ways it has come to know its own limita-

tions.”111 At times, Rabbi Greenberg explicitly insists that pluralism must progress to partnership, 

where each partner affirms that its truth/faith/system alone cannot fulfill God’s dreams.112 Pluralism 

also allows for a free religious market, since the only religious power is that of persuasion and not 

coercion. He also sees pluralism as inescapably built into democracy.113 Judaism demands a plural-

istic viewpoint, at least in our current era where human autonomy is a priority, due to the dignity of 

human beings who are created in the image of God. Dignity disallows intellectual suppression or 

religious coercion; it fosters conversation and the benefits of disagreement.  

Rabbi Greenberg grounds interfaith dialogue and cooperation in his view of “God’s pluralism,” 

i.e. “that no religion has a monopoly on God’s love.”114 God’s covenant with Noah was not super-

seded by the covenant at Sinai; therefore those religions that uphold the Noahide covenant have a 

Divine mandate along with Judaism to perfect the world through tikkun olam. Rabbi Greenberg takes 

this cooperation one step further with regard to Christians, since he incorporates Christians into the 

children of Abraham out of his view that the Holocaust was a revelational event for both Jews and 

Christians. He also relies on Rabbi Menachem Meiri’s designation of Christians as people bound by 

religion and thus not idolaters in the Talmudic sense. The revelational aspect of the Holocaust for 

Christians was an impetus for a Christian self-critique against those parts of its theology that can be 

construed as anti-Semitic. It allowed Christianity to transform into a religion that could engage in 

partnership and cooperation with Judaism, though Judaism has to remove its chauvinistic elements 

as well. The self-critique of the Church to which Rabbi Greenberg refers comes from the private dis-

cussions and writings of Christian theologians, in particular Roy and Alice Eckhart, and from the 

issuance of Nostra Aetate, which not only revised centuries of church teaching about the Jewish peo-

ple but also contained statements that condemn all hatreds, persecutions, displays of anti-Semitism 

directed against the Jews at any time or from any source, and which calls for further mutual under-

standing and appreciation through friendly discussions.115 Using the analogy of converts who, by 

joining the Jewish people, become children of Abraham, he considers Christians to be children of 

Abraham as well, albeit under the Noahide branch of the family and not the Jewish one.116 He writes 

explicitly,  
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Do Christians not also merit recognition under Isaiah’s thrice repeated rubric, ‘so 

you [the people of Israel] are My witnesses, declares the Lord–and I am God’ (Isaiah 

43:12; see also 43:10, 44:8)? Are there not hundreds of millions of human beings who 

had never heard of the God of Creation until Christians sought them out and testi-

fied to them about the God of Israel, who is the God of Creation, who loves them and 

wants them to be redeemed? Even if Christians spoke to gentiles about Jesus as Lord, 

did they not, in the end, bring these people to the God of Israel, whom Jesus wor-

shiped as Lord? These untold millions would never have known of the God of Israel 

but for Christians’ repeated witness to them, until the people were convinced; and 

when they heard that the Lord had taken note of them and that God had seen their 

plight, then they bowed low in homage.  

That the Jewish people serve as a model for humanity presumes the need for Jews to be co-

workers with others to perfect the world. Furthermore, contemporary Judaism would benefit from 

its Christian relatives, not only as partners but also as a corrective. Because of Judaism’s two-sided 

goal of particularism and universalism and its tendency to focus on the former over the latter, Chris-

tianity can remind Jews of their universal mandate. He writes, “Judaism’s focus on family as the 

context for brit is constructive; pursued one-sidedly it can lead to tribalism and amoral familialism. 

The religion needs to be corrected by a faith that breaks out of the family model and explores the 

power of a universal, self-defined belief group. Rabbinic Judaism brings humans more powerfully 

into participation in the covenant; but it needs a counterpart religion to explore the element of grace 

and transcendence in a more central way. In this perspective, Jewish covenant peoplehood and 

Christian faith community are both validated.”117 This perspective does not impinge upon his view 

of chosenness, since, for Rabbi Greenberg, chosenness is both in tension with and complementary to 

equality.118 Elsewhere, he includes Christians as members of the people of Israel,119 since he defines 

the term as anyone who affirms that God made a valid covenant with Abraham and his descendants 

and takes up the covenantal task of world redemption.120 He even suggests that Judaism and Chris-

tianity grow out of one and the same covenant, the Abrahamic/Sinaitic, like two branches on one 

tree.121 
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For Rabbi Greenberg, the value of interdenominational pluralism also comes from the broken-

ness of the covenant because of the Holocaust.122 In an autobiographical remark, Rabbi Greenberg 

provides some insight into his path towards pluralism as follows:  

In an earlier phase of my life, before I was affected by this experience, I was in a tri-

umphalist Orthodox mood. I once made a speech about how the other Jews would 

all disappear while the Orthodox would live on. A colleague stood up to say that he 

would like to ask me only one question: What is the Orthodox position on gas cham-

bers? Do they believe in the separation of men and women in gas chambers? I will 

never forget that question as long as I live. It is not that one appreciates mehitzah any 

less as a result, but the question illuminated how grossly distorted was my percep-

tion of what the central questions are and of where the religious testimony was being 

given.123 

In order for the Jewish people to survive the twenty-first century as a people, they will not only 

need the widest variety of denominational options so that a critical mass of Jews will stay affiliated, 

but all of the denominations will have to work together to create a people that is unified even when 

diverse.124 For Rabbi Greenberg, each denomination is a valid partner in the covenant of the Jewish 

people; they all constitute legitimate Jewish communities whose members fulfill their obligations of 

prayer and Torah study as they participate in such activities.125  

Rabbi Soloveitchik justified the idea of epistemological pluralism and the notion that religious 

thought can validate other philosophical methodologies because of it. He writes, “Pluralism asserts 

only that the object reveals itself in manifold ways to the subject, and that a certain telos corresponds 

to each of these ontical manifestations. Subsequently, the philosopher or scientist may choose one of 

the many aspects of reality in compliance with his goal.”126 However, while pluralism could exist, it 

is not a starting point for ecumenical dialogue. Despite the fact that two religious thinkers may live 

in the same reality, the worldview and philosophy of each thinker will be different based on the dif-

ferent foundational beliefs and goals of each religion. Rabbi Greenberg may argue that Christians 

and Jews have the same telos, but, if that is the case, then what he considers their common ground is 

so weak, or so abstract, that little or nothing can be said about it except that it is a shared impractical 

definition that can encompass both but explains neither sufficiently. 

Ontological pluralism accepts the premise that there could be multiple descriptions of something 

that are not contradictory, even when taken at face value. For example, a person can describe the 

room in which he or she sits in terms of tables and chairs or in terms of atoms and atomic particles. 
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Though the descriptions are different, one description does not contradict the other. Rather, they use 

different conventions (linguistic or otherwise) by which the same object is measured. The tool of 

conceptual pluralism allows the philosopher to understand seeming contradictions, not as stemming 

from a conflation of frames of reference but rather as a conflation of descriptive conventions. As 

such, differences in the understanding of certain theological and philosophical concepts within an 

overarching religious worldview need not be a cause for factioning; rather they can be understood in 

terms of using different descriptive conventions. For Rabbi Greenberg’s inter-religious pluralism to 

be useful, however, one must accept the premise that different religious narratives hold the same 

truth but describe it in different ways. They are not conflicting or irreconcilable in essence, but mere-

ly in description. This seems to be what he implies when he speaks of pluralism demonstrating the 

limits of one’s own faith and the benefits that partnership, even in the theological sense, brings to 

each participating faith. Yet, Christianity and Judaism split into two religions precisely because on-

tological pluralism could not be held. The division into two faiths was not over linguistic matters, 

but over deeply held premises regarding the way in which the world and everything in it had pro-

ceeded and should proceed through history. 

In the ontological sense, it would be more logical if Rabbi Greenberg were a relativist rather than 

a pluralist since he could accept the premise that one can have multiple frames of reference which 

are cognitively equivalent, yet which are incompatible when taken at face value. He could then al-

low contradictions to be a problem of improperly conflating frames of reference rather than of logi-

cal inconsistencies. Regardless, when looking at the world and one’s relationship with God and his 

or her fellow from the foundation of a Jewish perspective and grounded in the Jewish tradition, it 

would be very difficult to be invested with one’s whole heart, soul, and energy while at the same 

time considering another religion to be cognitively equivalent yet irreconcilable with Judaism. 

General Critique 

To debate with Rabbi Greenberg on any particular implication that is a consequence of his his-

torical theology demands either that one accept his re-definitions or that one try to persuade him 

that older meanings have contemporary import. In either case, engagement is not authentic dialogue 

since either strategy demands that one side concede the entire argument. With the acceptance of his 

re-definitions, his understanding of the nature of the covenant and its consequences regarding the 

halakhic process and pluralism are justified, since they proceed logically and naturally from his 

premise. To persuade him that older meanings have contemporary import is to attempt to provide 

an alternative historical narrative, which is nothing more than asking Rabbi Greenberg to abandon 

his theology. Therefore, any debate over particular details will end up as a hopeless search for com-

mon ground. I will give two examples to demonstrate this claim.  

Rabbi Greenberg’s redefinition of concepts removes them from the framework in which they 

were previously found, yet he does not acknowledge the consequences of that removal. Therefore, 

when we see a term that he uses differently, we still allow its previous connotations to influence our 
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understanding, even when the word no longer bears them in any other but the most superficial way. 

For example, Rabbi Greenberg uses the word tzimtzum to describe God’s self-limitation for the pur-

pose of affirming humanity. He writes, “In my view, this hiddenness is what the Kabbalah means by 

the term tzimtzum. Tzimtzum is a reflection not of the absence or weakness of God, but of God’s vol-

untary and loving self-limitation in order to help humans take full responsibility for their actions. As 

time goes on, God’s increasing self-limitation means that humans take primary responsibility for the 

outcome of history – and, thus, of the cosmic process as well.”127 However, Rabbi Greenberg’s view 

of Kabbalah is that its success weakened the role of philosophy and reason in the Jewish religious 

economy.128 Through this admission, it is fair to say (and his historical narrative confirms this as 

well) that he dismisses the entire cosmology and its normative and theosophic implications. He nev-

ertheless uses the word, tzimtzum, taking the word out of its cosmological context and giving it a 

totally different meaning in his usage than in its traditional usage. Rabbi Greenberg’s choice of the 

word tzimtzum, despite his rejection of how the word fits into a Kabbalistic framework, allows his 

readers, who may only recognize the word superficially, to apply the positive implications that 

tzimtzum carries rather than understand God’s hiding Himself through the more conventional term 

hester panim. By making this substitution, Rabbi Greenberg can portray God’s hiddenness as an act 

of affirming humanity and not as a response to human failure. Even if one would accept this seman-

tic sleight of hand, however, one is still left with the following question about his historical theology: 

At the beginning of each era, God hides His face so as to give authority to humanity to uphold the 

covenant, yet each era begins with a major tragedy. Based on this description of events, which 

would be more theologically consistent – that God’s hiding His face, greater human autonomy, and 

Jewish tragedy are coincidental, or that humanity had no choice but to assume more responsibility 

as a result of God’s hiding His face?129 If it is the latter, then relying on our own reasoning is not a 

positive expression of human autonomy. Rather, it is a lonely reminder that our communication 

with God is no longer explicit. While God’s silent communication does make the scholar superior to 

the prophet130 in terms of his ability to know God’s will without spoken direction, it does not mean 

that God’s will is as obvious.  

For the second example, based on his conception of tzelem Elokim and of how the messianic era 

will come about through tikkun olam, Rabbi Greenberg’s belief that democracy is the ideal religious 

framework in which God and humans work in partnership is coherent. However, the halakhic tradi-

tion is not as clear-cut as Rabbi Greenberg’s theology makes it seem. Starting with the conflicting 

rulings in the Talmud, Jewish legalists have debated whether a monarchy should be preferred over 

other political frameworks or if other forms of government should be preferred to it. Even in the 

                                                        

127 Living in the Image of God, 48. 
128 For The Sake of Heaven and Earth, 81. 
129 See Responsa Beit HaLevi, Discourse 18 (discourses are at the end of the responsa) for a similar idea 

which explains the difference between the first and second tablets given to Moshe. 
130 BT Bava Batra 12a. 
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third era itself, both Rav Kook and Rabbi Yitzhak Isaac Herzog acknowledged the legitimacy of de-

mocracy as a necessary reality, yet did not believe it to be a messianic ideal.131 When it comes to the 

messianic ideal and societal change, however, for Rabbi Greenberg, the halakhic debates of previous 

eras do not hold much weight, and Rav Kook and Rabbi Herzog could be categorized as halakhists 

who do not ensure that the Halakha actually works in real life even if they do, in fact, provide for 

reality. To sympathize with his view yet try to be faithful to the halakhic tradition would be like tak-

ing a half-step that supports neither side, since it could be interpreted as a choice motivated by Or-

thodox fear that any concession would be a detraction of Torah at worst or Marrano writing at best.  

For Rabbi Greenberg, his historical narrative is his truth; competing historical narratives cannot 

inform his truth but can only stand parallel to it. They may allow him to see the limits of his truth 

and he may utilize other truths by working together with other faith communities, but competing 

truths, especially when based in a narrative theology, do not have a common plane on which to co-

exist. To give a linguistic example, I cannot intelligibly have a theological conversation with some-

one who speaks French while I speak English. I may recognize a few words, though they might 

mean something different now that they are adopted into English, but I will not be convinced by my 

French-speaking friend nor will my arguments affect him. For Rabbi Greenberg, however, this anal-

ogy must be adapted to account for one more factor, i.e. his rejection of the truth of traditional Or-

thodoxy. With this in mind, the analogy would consist of his standing with someone who is speak-

ing Old English while he keeps telling him to get with the times and speak the English of today. Not 

only will they not understand each other’s points, there is no sympathetic ear for the conversation to 

begin.  

Conclusion 

The benefit and the importance of Rabbi Greenberg’s theological writings are that they force us 

to reconsider what we may be taking for granted. His work provides us with a different way to see 

the Jewish tradition – a reconceptualization – that, while using the same language and terms that we 

know, gives us a different understanding from that which has traditionally been conveyed. He forc-

es us to re-examine the tradition in light of his historical-theological narrative, and to understand his 

critique of contemporary Judaism through fresh eyes. His linguistic innovation reminds us of the 

power of language and demands that we think about concepts such as redemption, covenant, tzelem 

Elokim, and tikkun olam. These are words that should not be taken lightly, since the connotations that 

we attribute to them can change their meanings drastically – for better or for worse. 

                                                        

131 R. Abraham Isaac Kook, Mishpat Kohen, Responsum 144, para. 14. R. Yitzhak Isaac Herzog, Ha-hukim le-

Israel al-pi ha-Torah: kerech aleph (Jerusalem: Mossad HaRav Kook, 1989), 5. 
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Providing a contemporary idiom to express Torah concepts is not a perversion of Torah per se. 

Hazal recognized the possibility that other languages could provide insight.132 However, benefit only 

occurs when foreign languages are translated into a Torah framework and not when the Torah is 

made to fit into a foreign framework. For example, there are both positive and negative views within 

Hazal regarding translating the Torah into Greek. The negative view is based on the story of when 

the Hellenist king Ptolemy coerced the Jews to translate the Torah into Greek, whereas the positive 

view is rooted in the verse that Yaphet shall dwell in the tents of Shem. When the Greek language 

used to translate the Torah is that of the dominating Hellenist monarch, meaning that the Torah had 

to be made to fit Hellenistic perspectives, translation is a deleterious experience. When new lan-

guages can expand one’s understanding of the Torah, when the new language sits in the house of 

the tradition, it adds new insight.133 Of course, translation alone will always leave the text altered 

from the original. Only when Jewish culture is strong, and the oral tradition is still a vital part of the 

pedagogical process, will that which is lost in writing be recaptured by explanation and dialogue.  

Rabbi Greenberg is sensitive to the ills and injustices which plague our community and of which 

we should all be aware. Like the prophets of old, he decries the weaknesses of our character and 

provides a poetic picture of hope for the future. I share his sensitivities but not his picture. I fear that 

his theology will be utilized by those who follow him in the same way that he expanded Rabbi 

Soloveitchik’s thought through his own understanding. Close reading without the complement of 

experiencing and accepting how the thinker enacted his Jewish philosophy allows for extensions 

that may not be warranted. Also, as with any contemporary interpretation, one must always and 

continually question where one’s intuition is based and how words inevitably change when put in a 

different context. Because of this constant tension between new and old, especially when the new 

comes to replace the old and not to supplement it, with any new conceptualization one should con-

sider what is lost as much as what is gained.  

As a concluding thought, when trying to balance our conception of the past and our understand-

ing of the present, it would be proper to remember the words of Rabbi Meir: “Do not look at the 

flask but what is in it. There are new flasks filled with old wine and old flasks which do not even 

contain new wine.”134  

 

 

                                                        

132 BT Megilla 9b. See also Genesis Rabba 36:8. 
133 Genesis 9:27; BT Megilla 8b-9b; Genesis Rabba 36:8; Turei Even, Megilla 8b; Tur, Orah Hayyim 58; see, 

however, Maimonides, Hilkhot Tefillin 1:19.   

134 Mishna Avot 4:27. 
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A Radical Theology and a Traditional Community:  On 

the Contemporary Application of Izbica-Lublin Hasidut 

in the Jewish Community  
 

David Bashevkin 
 

A Controversial Introduction and Introducing Controversy 

The specter of misinterpretation of Izbica Hasidut was already clear in 1860 with its first pub-

lished work, the Mei ha-Shiloah. When introducing his grandfather’s published work, R. Gershon 

Henoch Leiner appended a brief note which includes the following caution, “Though I am aware 

that in a number of instances the words of the Mei ha-Shiloah are difficult for the untrained ear to 

bear, I have only gathered his teaching for the sake of our intimates who understand their true val-

ue.”1 Aside from this acknowledgement, scholars have pointed out several other controversial curi-

osities that marked the publication of Mei ha-Shiloah. As noted by Morris Faierstein, the pioneering 

scholar of Izbica Hasidut, unlike most other Hasidic works, Mei ha-Shiloah was published without 

rabbinic approbations and was printed by Anton della Torre, a non-Jewish printer.2 Some even re-

port copies of the Mei ha-Shiloah being burnt.3 The significance of some of these perceived contro-

versies has rightfully been questioned,4 but the existence of elements within the Hasidic tradition of 

Izbica that can be misunderstood and misapplied cannot be denied. 

What follows is a brief presentation of the history and ideology of Izbica Hasidut. For that, how-

ever, we stand on the generous shoulders of giants who have given this strand of Hasidut, the atten-

tion it deserves. My contribution, I hope, will be a consideration of the parameters in which Izbica’s 

radical theology can be applied within the contemporary Orthodox community. More specifically, 

how was their theology intended to be applied, how is it actually applied, and how should it be ap-

                                                        

I am very grateful to the many friends and mentors who helped fashion my view of Izbica-Lublin Has-

sidut. A special thank you to Rabbi Eliyahu Krakowski for his helpful comments on an earlier draft and 

to R. Nosson Nochum Englard, the Rav of Radzin of Jerusalem for his insight into the traditional nature 

of the Izbica-Lublin communities and for helping me navigate through some of their lesser known writ-

ings.   
1 Translation is from Rabbi Herzl Hefter in his “’In God’s Hands’: The Religious Phenomenology of R. 

Mordechai Yosef of Izbica,” Tradition 46:1: 43-44.  
2 See Morris Faierstein, All Is in the Hands of Heaven (1989): 7-8. See also Ora Wiskind-Elper’s Wisdom of the 

Heart (The Jewish Publication Society, 2010): 202 n. 9. 
3 Shragai, S.Z. “Hasidut ha-Ba’al Shem Tov be-Tefisat Izbica-Radzyn,” Sefer Baal Shem Tov (Jerusalem: 

Mosad Harav Kook, 1960): 166. 
4 See Shaul Magid’s ‘A Thread of Blue’: Rabbi Gershon Henoch Leiner of Radzyń and his Search for Con-

tinuity in Response to Modernity Polin (1998): 44-45 
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plied? These considerations will shed light on R. Gershon Henoch’s request that his grandfather’s 

Torah only be shared with the intimate members of the community who can appreciate their value. 

First, some historical background is in order.5 Izbica Hasidut was a tripartite revolution, emerg-

ing from the revolutionary world of Przysucha, which in turn was predicated on the Hasidic revolu-

tion initiated by R. Israel Baal Shem Tov (c. 1700-1760). Although scholars have struggled to define 

what made the movement of the Baal Shem Tov innovative, and in fact whether it can be considered 

a movement at all, such precise historical definition is not necessary for our purposes. Instead, we 

will rely on the simple characterization of their movement by Michael Rosen, who describes the rev-

olution of the Baal Shem Tov as a “God-intoxicated people – who felt a sense of God’s energy in eve-

rything.”6 The ‘movement’ of the Baal Shem Tov spread by means of his disciple, R. Dov Ber, the 

Maggid of Mezeritch who brought the teaching of Hasidut to, among other eminent disciples, R. 

Elimelech of Lyzhansk (1717-1787). This iteration of Hasidic teaching supported the spiritual needs 

of the commoners by establishing the ‘zaddik’ as the spiritual center of the community. Through the 

efforts of a zaddik, those with more quotidian spiritual sensibilities could still connect to otherwise 

inaccessible loftier metaphysical realms.7 The shift towards a zaddik-centered community reached 

its peak within the Hasidic court of R. Elimelech’s disciple, R. Jacob Isaac, known as the Chozeh 

(trans: Seer) of Lublin (1745-1815). As his sobriquet suggests, the court of the “the Chozeh” saw the 

centrality of the zaddik further elevated to mystical, nearly prophetic, levels. The ascension of the 

zaddik in the court of “the Chozeh” marked the apex of the first revolution in Hasidic history and 

neatly laid the groundwork for the next: The individualistic emphasis in the Hasidic court of 

Przysucha. 

In contrast to the prophetic undertones of “the Chozeh,” the leader of the Przysucha revolution, 

R. Jacob Isaac Rabinowcz (1766-1813), became known simply as “the Yid Hakadosh” – “the Holy 

Jew.” In Przysucha, spiritual experience did not have the miracle-working zaddik or the royal Rebbe 

at its center, but rather the individualistic journey and discovery of each Hasid.8 R. Simha Bunim 

(1765-1827), the famed successor of the Yid Hakadosh, who possessed a remarkably cultured back-

                                                        

5 As the historical background is only necessary for contextual purposes, I will keep citations brief and, 

for the purposes of brevity and clarity, only focus on the major transitional figures leading up to the 

school of Izbica. For those looking for more historical details of the emergence of Polish Hasidut, I sug-

gest Glenn Dynner, Men of Silk: The Hasidic Conquest of Polish Jewish Society (Oxford University Press, 

2008). 
6 Michael Rosen, The Quest for Authenticity: The Thought of Reb Simhah Bunim (Jerusalem: Urim Publica-

tions, 2008): 27. For some of the relevant academic discussions as to the precise contribution of the Baal 

Shem Tov see ibid., ft. 1. 
7 For more on role of the zaddik in the thought of R. Elimelach of Lyzhansk, see Immanuel Etkes, “The 

Zaddik: The Inter-relationship between Religious Doctrine and Social Organization,” in Hasidism Reap-

praised (ed. Ada Rapoport-Albert (The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 1996) esp. 165-166. 
8 See Men of Silk, 28. For more on the contrast between the Hasidut of Lublin and that of Przysucha see 

The Quest for Authenticity: 27-46. 
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ground, further developed the Przysucha program, which has been rightfully characterized as plac-

ing “the supreme value of personal authenticity”9 at its center. Following the death of R. Simha 

Bunim, the movement of authenticity gravitated towards R. Menachem Mendel Morgenstern (1787-

1859), known as the Kotzker, whose Hasidic court focused on the importance of truth and internal 

honesty.10 And from this world emerged the revolt most relevant to our discussion: the Hasidic 

court of Izbica. 

The Hasidic court of Izbica was created on Simchat Torah in 1839 when, dramatically and mys-

teriously, R. Mordechai Yosef Leiner left Kotzk to establish his own community. A range of explana-

tions have been posed as to why R. Mordechai Yosef left Kotzk, but the eschatological import of the 

year was likely a factor.11 R. Mordechai Yosef led the Hasidic community of Izbica until his passing 

in 1854. A reformation from the individualistic revolution perpetuated in Kotzk, which in turn was a 

response to the initial leader-centric Hasidut, Izbica Hasidut continues to have innovative and radi-

cal implications within the Jewish community. 

Aside from its founder, R. Mordechai Yosef, who are the primary personalities who fashioned 

the theology of Izbica? For our discussion, there are three leaders who merit special attention: R. 

Yaakov Leiner (1818-1878),12 R. Gershon Henoch Leiner (1839-1891)13 and R. Zadok of Lublin (1823-

1900).14 Following the passing of R. Mordechai Yosef, the court of Izbica amicably divided into two 

                                                        

9 The Quest for Authenticity, 136. 
10 See The Quest for Authenticity, 23-24, which discusses whether or not Kotzk can, in fact, be considered a 

continuation of Przysucha. For more on the nature of truth in the Hasidic court of the Kotzker see A.J. 

Heschel’s A Passion for Truth. 
11 See Shaul Magid, Hasidism on the Margin: xx, esp. n. 18 Morris M. Fairstein, All is in the Hands of Heaven: 

The Teaching of Rabbi Mordechai Joseph Liener of Izbica (New York, 1989); and idem, “Kotsk-Izbica dispute: 

Theological or Personal?” Kabbalah 17 (2008): 75-79 
12 For decades, the role of R. Yaakov Leiner, author of the Beis Yaakov, was overlooked in the academic 

and religious community, a sentiment I personally heard bemoaned years ago by the Rosh Yeshiva of 

Yeshivat Kerem B’Yavneh, R. Mendel Blachman. The academic community is indebted to Ora Wiskind-

Elper whose Wisdom of the Heart: The Teaching of Rabbi Ya’akov of Izbica Radzyn masterfully presents the 

Hasidic approach of the Beis Yaakov. 
13 As opposed to his father, R. Gershon Henoch has received careful attention regarding his role in radi-

calizing Izbica Hasidut. The messianic activities of R. Gershon Henoch, including his efforts to renew the 

practice of wearing techelet, as well as assembling a Talmudic commentary on the Order of Tahorot, 

which deals with ritual impurity, brought additional controversy and attention to Izbica Hasidut. For 

more on his life and theology, see the Shaul Magid’s, “‘A Thread of Blue’: Rabbi Gershon Henoch Leiner 

of Radzyń and his Search for Continuity in Response to Modernity” Polin 11 (1998) as well as his more 

comprehensive Hasidism on the Margin: Reconciliation, Antinomianism, and Messianism in Izbica/Radzin Ha-

sidism (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2003). 
14 The works of R. Zadok were first presented in English to the academic community by my teacher R. 

Yaakov Elman. See Yaakov Elman, “R. Zadok Hakohen on the History of Halakah,” Tradition 21:4 (Fall 

1985): 1-26; Yaakov Elman, “Reb Zadok Hakohen of Lublin on Prophecy in the Halakhic Process,” Jewish 

Law Association Studies 1 (1985): 1-16; Yaakov Elman, “The History of Gentile Wisdom According to R. 
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parts. One community remained in Izbica and was led by R. Mordechai Yosef’s son, R. Yaakov, and 

afterwards by his son R. Gershon Henoch, who moved the Hasidut to Radzyn. The other communi-

ty, initially led by R. Leible Eiger (1816-1888),15 respective son and grandson of the famed Lithuanian 

rabbinic leaders R. Shlomo and R. Akiva Eiger, moved to Lublin where, following R. Leible’s pass-

ing, it was led by R. Zadok HaKohen Rabinowitz. Though each of the aforementioned leaders cer-

tainly had their own unique style and approach to the radical elements of Izbica theology, together 

they comprise the essential intellectual legacy of this profound Hasidic movement. 

To be sure, each of these thinkers differed significantly, particularly regarding the presentation 

of the more controversial elements of the theology that receive the most attention and have been 

most questionably applied. Still, for our purposes, we will discuss their school of thought holistical-

ly, referring to a general Hasidic school of Izbica-Lublin. We will stay mindful of each individual’s 

unique approach, but our focus is more on its current application than the important theological dis-

tinctions that can be drawn between each thinker within the legacy of Izbica-Lublin.  

Before examining the theology and its current applications, another important caveat bears men-

tioning. Anytime an author isolates some controversial aspect of a larger Hasidic corpus for exami-

nation you should be suspicious. This has almost become an academic-Hasidic Heisenberg principle: 

the narrow focus on controversy within a larger body of work can overly sensationalize or even alter 

the rightful context of the Hasidic idea under consideration. As nicely stated by Wiskind-Elper, 

“[w]hile identifying provocative, even iconoclastic thought is an important scholarly pursuit…it 

risks obscuring a larger picture.” In many respects, the following will be overtly guilty of violating 

this warning. I hope that this acknowledgement will mitigate, however much, the potential for mis-

understanding and remain faithful to intent of these works. 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

Zadok ha-Kohen of Lublin,” Journal of Jewish Thought & Philosophy 3:1 (1993): 153-187; Yaakov Elman, 

“Progressive Derash and Retrospective Peshat: Nonhalakhic Considerations in Talmud Torah,” in Sha-

lom Carmy, ed., Modern Scholarship in the Study of Torah: Contributions and Limitations (Northvale, NJ: Ja-

son Aronson, 1996), 227-87; and Yaakov Elman, “The Rebirth of Omnisignificant Biblical Exegesis in the 

Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries,” Jewish Studies Internet Journal 2 (2003): 199-249. Two other crucial 

works on R. Zadok bear mentioning, Alan Brill, Thinking God: The Mysticism of Rabbi Zadok of Lu-

blin (Jersey City, NJ: Ktav Publishing House, 2002) and the incisive dissertation of the Amira Liwer, “Oral 

Torah in the Writings of Reb Zadok ha-Kohen of Lublin,” (PhD dissertation, Hebrew University, 2006; 

Hebrew). 
15 My decision to exclude R. Leible Eiger from this collective Hasidic legacy is deliberate. The style and 

focus of his works is markedly different than the other Hasidic leaders mentioned. Nonetheless, his 

scholarship and contextual role within the larger Izbica tradition merits attention and sadly remains a 

glaring desideratum within the academic community. For more on the life of R. Leible, see the three vol-

ume work Yehudah leKadsho (Tel Aviv, 1999).  
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Dangers of Determinism 

Explaining the essential source of controversy within Izbica-Lublin Hasidut is fairly simple; the 

complexity lies in how these controversial ideas should be applied. The controversy stems from the 

re-purposing of the Talmudic phrase, “All is in the hand of heaven, except for the fear of heaven,” 

wherein Izbica Hasidut the refrain is decidedly found “All is in the hands of heaven, including the 

fear of heaven.”16 This raises the old problem, both in general philosophy and specifically in Hasidic 

thought, of determinism. The reason this seemingly deterministic formulation is so controversial is 

because it can be understood to pave the way towards antinomianism, the abrogation of the law. As 

neatly presented by Fairstein: 

There is an inherent danger in Mordecai Joseph’s teaching that the purpose of the 

mitzvoth is to bring man to an awareness that all is in the hands of God. For exam-

ple, is the person who has already attained this level of understanding still required 

to fulfill the obligations imposed by the commandments?17 

Or, as presented by R. Herzl Hefter, “beyond a doubt, from the Orthodox perspective, we have here 

a potentially dangerous doctrine of radical Divine immanence which at times justifies antinomian 

behavior.”18 If all action and thought derives from God, can sin be deemed an appropriate religious 

expression? 

The allure of antinomianism within Izbica thought was acknowledged by its leaders. Several 

biblical and Talmudic personalities are explained within Izbica Hasidut as mistaking the doctrine of 

divine immanence with an allowance (or even encouragement) of antinomian behavior. Of note are 

the stories of Adam and Eve, Korach, the death of the sons of Aaron, the nation of Amalek, Pinchas’s 

confrontation with Zimri, and the heresy of the Talmudic sage Acher,19 all of which are stories that 

are re-imagined as cautionary tales in properly negotiating between a personal spiritual intuition 

invested with divine significance and the antinomian tendencies that can arise from such an intui-

tion. Each of these personalities were left to grapple with the question that if, indeed, the personal 

revelations I experience are also part of God’s will, then how should I respond when my intuition 

conflicts with God’s will as expressed by the Torah? 

While the theological rationale for positing such a radical conception of divine immanence varies 

among the different leaders within Izbica-Lublin, with R. Mordechai Yosef Leiner appealing to  

                                                        

16 For example, see Mei ha-Shiloah (Mishur, 1990), vol. 1 p. 27, 245. For instances of this phrase in the work 

of R. Zadok, see Reseisi Layla (Machon Har Bracha, 2002), #41, 50. See also his Dover Tzedek (Machon Har 

Bracha, 2007), #9. 
17 All is in the Hand of Heaven, 36 
18 “In God’s Hands”: The Religious Phenomenology of R. Mordechai Yosef of Izbica, 50  
19 All of the former examples are discussed by Hefter, “In God’s Hands.” The story of Acher is interpreted 

in this context in R. Zadok’s Sefer Zichronot (Machon Har Bracha, 2002) p. 293 #11. 
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internal religious phenomenology20 and R. Zadok grounding this conception in Lurianic kabbalistic 

doctrine,21 the normative world they construct is still decidedly halakhic. In fact, no one, scholar or 

Hasid, disputes the halakhic nature of Izbica life giving cause for many writers to wonder why this 

radical theology gave rise to such a traditional community.  

Radical Theology in a Traditional Community 

In his 2006 review of Magid’s work on the theology of R. Gershon Henoch Leiner, J.H. Chajes, 

concludes with the following observation and question: 

Many readers will want to know more about the contexts in which these fascinating 

texts were written and read. After all, texts are not radical only in relation to previ-

ous texts; they are (or are not) radical in relation to their readers. What is radical to 

one community is a given to another. We cannot fully understand these texts, then, 

without knowing more about the Izbica/Radzin community and how this communi-

ty received (and lived by?) them. What did it mean to be a part of an ultra-Orthodox 

community led by “soft antinomian” masters who granted individuals the authority 

to act outside the law?22 

The importance of this question, particularly in relation to contemporary trends in the modern Or-

thodox community, cannot be understated. Essentially, Chajes is noting a dissonance of sorts be-

tween a radical theology and what he, rightfully assumes is a traditional community. Were the de-

terministic notions, and the related antinomian potential, manifest in the Izbica community? And, if 

not, why not? 

Regarding the former question, there is little disagreement. The Izbica community and its asso-

ciated communities in Radzyn and Lublin were quite halakhic. This, no doubt, relates to the clear 

allegiance to the traditional life actually lived by the hasidic leaders of the community. R. Mordechai 

Yosef Leiner, we are told, was careful to tie his shoes according to the procedure laid out in Shul-

chan Aruch.23 R. Zadok of Lublin authored two volumes of responsa known as Tiferet Zvi, but any 

                                                        

20 See “In God’s Hand’s,” esp. pp. 52-54 for interesting parallels in the writings of Rudolf Otto. For a much 

more comprehensive examination of the role of free will in Izbica see Aviezer Cohen, “Self-Consciousness 

in Mei ha-Shiloah As the Nexus Between God and Man” (PhD dissertation, Ben-Gurion University of the 

Negev, 2006; Hebrew). 
21 See for instance R. Zadok’s Tzidkat Ha-Tzadik #40 which cites the Lurianic work Arbah Me’ot Shekel 91b. 

It is interesting to note that R. Zadok, rather than citing his Rebbe, invokes this Lurianic work as a basis 

for the more radical determinism found in Izbica. See also Likkutei Maamarim (Machon Har Bracha, 2007), 

p. 183. In some instances R. Zadok also cites a parable of the Baal Shem Tov to explain this concept, see 

Pri Zadik Bamidbar, Rosh Chodesh Av.  
22 J.H. Chajes in The Journal of Religion 86:1 (2006): 143-45. 

23 “In God’s Hands,” ibid. nt. 29 citing R. Yerucham Leiner’s Maamar Zikkaron la-Rishonim, (Jerusalem, 

1997), 8. 
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vestiges of his radical theology are nowhere to be found in his halakhic analyses or conclusions. 

Even R. Gershon Henoch, whose initiatives have been viewed by many as the most radical, never 

relied on extra-halakhic theological considerations to justify new halakhic norms.24 

As noted, the radical theology of Izbica, and in many cases of Hasidut in general, has been em-

braced by new-age movements that do not associate with the mainstream Orthodox community. 

Magid writes: 

It is therefore no surprise that contemporary Jewish Renewal, a movement that, in ef-

fect, combines liberal religious critique, neo-Sabbatean religious reform, and Hasidic 

pietism, views itself as the spiritual inheritor of these Hasidic texts. While one can 

certainly argue whether and to what extent these reformers are accurately reading 

and interpreting these texts, it is certainly the case that these texts at least lend them-

selves to be read in such an expansive fashion.25  

Recently, however, the radical theology of Izbica in particular, has received new calls for considera-

tion in forming policy within the Orthodox community. Most vocally, R. Herzl Hefter has invoked 

the thought of Izbica as a framework to consider a more progressive approach to Biblical criticism26 

as well as a basis for the ordination of women.27 The halakhic and theological issues associated with 

each of these important issues have been discussed by many and fall far beyond the scope of this 

article. However, as it relates to Izbica theology, it is important to note that Hefter’s views are a clear 

departure from his earlier well-reasoned presentations of the boundaries Izbica theology. In his 2013 

article, which successfully presents a “balanced and more complete picture of the thought of R. 

                                                        

24 Some may argue that reintroducing techelet was based on extra-halakhik considerations. However, 

while his motivations may have been theological, R. Gershon Henoch was careful to argue for this inno-

vation on halakhic grounds. See ‘A Thread of Blue,’ 46-48. Aside from his more famous work on reinstat-

ing techelet, R. Gershon Henoch was also involved in another somewhat controversial endeavor, namely, 

the publication of Sidrei Tahorot, which gathered all of the relevant Talmudic discussion on the Mishnaic 

Order Tahorot, which lacks a Talmudic commentary of its own. However, when some factions of the tra-

ditional community were concerned that this could confuse readers into believing this was an actual 

Talmud on Tahorot, he added a note of clarification on the bottom of each page. See Magid, ‘A Thread of 

Blue’, p. 43 n. 40. For more on the controversy surrounding the publication of Sidrei Tahorot see Meir Am-

sel, Zichronot HaMaor: 677-678 and “The Pitfalls of Disagreeing with the Gra,” Seforim Blog, Tuesday Oc-

tober 2, 2007: http://seforim.blogspot.com/2007/10/pitfalls-of-disagreeing-with-gra.html 

See also R. Gershon Henoch’s important introduction to Orchot Chaim which includes examples of his 

clearly conservative communal sentiments. 
25 Magid, Hasidism on the Margin, p. 253, quoted in Hefter, “In God’s Hands,” 45n9. 

26 Herzl Hefter, “The Challenge of Biblical Criticism: Dogma vs. Faith,” Morethodoxy: Exploring the 

Breadth Depth and Passion of Orthodox Judaism, http://morethodoxy.org/2013/09/16/guest-post-by-

rabbi-herzl-hefter-the-challenge-of-biblical-criticism-dogma-vs-faith/ 
27 See Herzl Hefter, “Why I Ordained Women,” Times of Israel, July 19, 2015, 

http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/why-i-ordained-women/ 
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Mordechai Yosef of Izbica,” he cautions those who want to recast Izbica thought as a license for rad-

ical innovation by exclusively focusing on passages “which lend themselves to convenient interpre-

tations and theological headlines.” Instead, he concludes that “[i]n the weltanschauung of the MH 

(Mei HaShiloah), the fear of Heaven as embodied in halakhic observance is a condicio sine qua non for 

the attainment of any form of spiritual perfection and consciousness of the Divine.” This is a far cry 

from his more recent writing which invokes the clarification, or beirur, of subjective spiritual intui-

tion as a basis for halakhic innovation.28 

Though the aforementioned examples regarding biblical criticism and women’s ordination may 

be more prominent, the use of Izbica-Lublin to justify Orthodox communal innovation is not new. 

While it is rarely in print and it does not always single out Izbica-Lublin in particular, Hasidic 

thought has long been seen as a more welcoming proof-text with which to consider progressive 

practice. Izbica-Lublin Hasidut is seen as particularly fertile textual ground on which to advocate for 

constructing new communal boundaries and structures. Sexual orientation,29 feminist theory,30 and 

secular education31 are just some of the very important modern issues in which Izbica-Lublin 

Hasidut has been applied. My concern is not to interpose my views on any of these important policy 

                                                        

28 The incorporation of subjective moral intuition into the halakhic process may have some precedent, 

most notably in the writings of R. Samuel Glasner who, in his introduction to Dor Revi’i, invoked a similar 

notion when discussing the moral basis for treating prohibitions such as cannibalism and public nudity 

with more gravity than they would have otherwise carried in halakha. The distinctions between Glasner’s 

application of moral intuition and R. Hefter are numerous, but suffice to say that even Glasner’s applica-

tion received criticism. R. Ezra Altschuler, in his unpublished emendations to Dor Revi’i, specifically criti-

cizes Glasner for this idea. For more on Glasner’s halakhic innovation, see R. Yehuda Amital’s Jewish Val-

ues in a Changing World, p. 39. For more on the halakhic philosophy of the Dor Revi’i, see Yaakov Elman, 

“Rabbi Moses Samuel Glasner: The Oral Torah,” Tradition 25(3), Spring 1991: 63-69. It is intriguing that 

aside from this article, nearly all of Elman’s other early writing was focused on the thought of R. Zadok of 

Lublin.  
29 See Yaakov Ariel, “Gay, Orthodox, and Trembling: The Rise of Jewish Orthodox Gay Consciousness, 

1970s-2000s,” Journal of Homosexuality 52.3/4 (2007) which cites R. Zadok as having a more permissive atti-

tude towards homosexuality. See however the thoroughly fascinating article by Shaun Jacob Halper, 

“Coming Out of the Hasidic Closet: Jiří Mordechai Langer (1894-1943) and the Fashioning of Homosexu-

al-Jewish Identity,” The Jewish Quarterly Review 101:2 (2011): 207n59, which points out that this is a mis-

characterization. See also R. Steven Greenberg’s Wrestling with God and Men: Homosexuality in the Jewish 

Tradition (University of Wisconsin Press, 2004): 239 which considers homosexuality in light of the thought 

of R. Mordechai Yosef. On this work, see R. Asher Lopatin’s review, “What Makes a Book Orthodox?” 

The Edah Journal 4:2 (2004), who questions R. Greenberg’s application. 
30 See the works of Dr. Tamar Ross which make use of R. Zadok’s views on progressive revelation to ar-

gue for a reformed approach towards gender related issues in the Orthodox community. 
31 See Thinking God, pp. 43-47. 
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discussions, but rather to consider how Izbica-Lublin in particular, and Hasidic theology in gen-

eral,32 are marshalled and applied in these contexts. 

Though Izbica leaders did not advocate for progressive halakhic innovations, this does not nec-

essarily discount invoking their texts as support. Within the thought of Izbica-Lublin itself there is 

ample precedent for invoking texts regardless of the actual authorial intent. R. Zadok especially 

acknowledged that the interpretations of texts that have become of a part of the collective Jewish 

canon are no longer beholden to the initial intent of the author. Nonetheless, even given R. Zadok’s 

relatively progressive views on revelation and free-will, he was still quite forceful in his objections to 

halakhic interpretations that fell outside of the pale of rabbinic consensus. Aside from his conserva-

tive approach to Halakha, evident from his responsa, one of the most emphatic criticisms in his writ-

ings was regarding Abarbanel’s controversial view about the authorship of the book of Joshua. 

Though it is from his pre-Hasidic period, his words bear consideration as they relate to current invo-

cations of his theology and school of thought. He writes: 

Behold, I am not destructive, because I am justified in my anger at [Abarbanel]. He 

forgot with whom he was speaking, thinking that he was addressing his friends with 

whom he studied in school and could push off their questions with simple words 

just as one pushes off an ordinary person. He forgot that it is with the Sages, the mas-

ters of the Talmud, whose every word is like a flaming coal…33 

Communal innovators, however justified, would do well to consider this reminder; lest we forget 

with whom we are speaking when we cast aside halakhic processes in favor of personal revelations. 

At the very least, a more honest invocation of Izbica theology in the call for halakhic innovation 

would acknowledge the marked departure from the original intent of the author. 

Contemporary innovations aside, we are still left with one of our original questions, namely, 

what accounts for the dissonance between Izbica theology and practice? Magid emphasizes the im-

portance of this question, though he admits that it remains unresolved: 

The question that looms large above all of the previous scholarly studies in Hasidism 

in general and Izbica/Radzin in particular is how and why these radical thinkers 

were able to remain within the halakhic tradition and not take the route of Sabbate-

ans, who either repudiated the radical antinomian doctrines of Sabbatei Sevi and Na-

                                                        

32 Although it is far beyond the scope of this article, it should be noted that aside from Izbica-Lublin, the 

works of R. Kook also feature prominently in these contexts. In general, the similarities between the 

thought of R. Zadok and R. Kook has already received serious consideration, though there is room for 

more academic analysis; see Chaim Hirsch’s Ahavat Tzedek (Jerusalem, 2002). 
33 Translation is from Thinking God, 337 
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than of Gaza and became reabsorbed into traditional communities or, like the Frank-

ists, abandoned Judaism altogether.34 

Three important distinctions have been made. First, as Brill points out, much of the conservatism of 

early Izbica-Lublin Hasidut is a product of their historical context. The more radical applications of 

Hasidut in everyday life only flourished as a rejection of the “bourgeois morality in the 1930s.” In 

this view, subversive extra-halakhic notions only emerged when “the traditional way of life began to 

break down in confrontation with the libertine secular life of the cities.”35  

Hefter presents two additional considerations. The first assumes that the conservative life-

style within Izbica Hasidut was a public policy consideration. As Hefter writes, “The mass aware-

ness of ‘All is in the hands of Heaven’ would be detrimental to the stability of the community, which 

requires normative behavior by its members.” This “conspiracy theory” approach is belied in most 

respects by the publication of Mei HaShiloah. Even given its introductory cautionary note, to which 

we will return, if the leaders of Izbica wanted to withhold these ideas from the masses they surely 

should not have published them. Censorship in order to prevent misinterpretation was actually em-

ployed in the publication of R. Zadok’s works,36 but, nonetheless, the Izbica notion of ‘All is in the 

Hands of Heaven’ was still cleared for publication. 

A second consideration presented by Hefter, quoting Magid, attributes cognitive dissonance to 

R. Mordechai Yosef Leiner. Hefter writes, “perhaps the MH was simply ‘too frum,’ that is to say, in 

the end he was emotionally unwilling to countenance in practice the far-reaching ramifications of his 

doctrines.”37 This suggestion also seems untenable. Aside from casting R. Mordechai Yosef as lack-

ing the courage of his convictions, it doesn’t seem to have a historical basis. R. Mordechai Yosef had 

already been ostracized by much of mainstream Polish Hasidic leadership for his theology. Why 

would he shy away from embracing the full implications of his beliefs? It seems more likely that the 

radical interpretations which seem to create a contradiction between R. Mordechai Yosef’s actions 

and his beliefs are the creation of the modern reader. 

Instead, I would like to present other frameworks for considering the question of the divide be-

tween Izbica theology and practice. My chief concern is not resolving this particular historical ques-

tion, but rather how addressing this question can provide some perspective on incorporating the 

theologically rich, and oftentimes radical, aspects of Izbica Hasidut into the contemporary Orthodox 

community.  

                                                        

34 Magid, Hasidism on the Margin, p. 248 
35 Brill, Thinking God, p. 199-200. 
36 Notably, in R. Zadok’s first Hasidic work, Tzidkat HaTzadik, passages #162-163 were censored by his 

students. For more see Brill p. 181. For other examples of students censoring the work of their teacher, see 

Marc Shapiro’s Changing the Immutable: How Orthodox Judaism Rewrites its History: 160-183, which discuss-

es this phenomenon in the works of R. Kook. 
37 See Hefter, p. 52 
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The Floor and the Ceiling 

Religious life has both a floor and a ceiling. The ceiling is built upon the ideals and values we 

reach towards, which we may never attain. The floor, however, is the framework and perspective 

with which we deal with failure and those still mired in sin. Much of religious life is spent vacillat-

ing somewhere in the middle. The more radical deterministic elements of Izbica-Lublin can provide 

cushion and comfort on the floor of Judaism without altering the ceiling. Sometimes, when religious 

life feels closer to the floor, there may be a feeling that Godliness and spiritual meaning is unattaina-

ble. It is here that Izbica theology is most instructive, reminding us that “Wherever a Jew may fall, 

he falls into the lap of God.”38 

Applying a deterministic theology as a retrospective means of making spiritual sense of reli-

gious failure can be done without insisting on a deterministic perspective that undermines the ideals 

we are working towards.39 For instance, the encouragement and strategies we develop for someone 

struggling with the Halakhic observance of Shabbat, need not become the ideal way in which we 

present Shabbat observance. Failure and sin may indeed both be intractable parts of religious life, 

but the theological means with which we soften our ‘floor’ doesn’t have to become the theological 

ends with which we secure our ‘ceiling.’ The communal world of Izbica-Lublin likely remained tra-

ditional because they adapted this distinction in applying their radical theology.  

A fascinating presentation on the need for an aspirational ceiling in Judaism, despite the failures 

and inconsistencies of those on the floor, is given by R. Elliot Cosgrove. R. Cosgrove, a Conservative 

Rabbi, presents Chabad as a model for Conservative Jewry to focus less on Halakhic accommodation 

and instead realize that part of the allure of religion is that its aspirational ideals make people un-

comfortable. His words, which I will quote in full, should give pause to those calling for ritual inno-

vation in more progressive factions in the Orthodox community. He writes:  

There is, and we shall explore this a bit further, a theory that people come to religion 

to feel the comfort of home, to see their values given expression in prayer, ritual and 

community. By this formulation, religion is a form of self-affirmation in that religion 

must accommodate the values we hold dear. There is, however, another side of the 

discussion, a side that says that when people come to religion, whether it is here in 

the sanctuary, in their homes or elsewhere, they do so not to affirm the familiar, but 

just the opposite. People come to religion because it engages a totally different mus-

cle group and set of expectations. The rites and rituals of any faith tradition are sup-

posed to be a bit irrational, they are intended to make us feel out of place. After all, 

                                                        

38 Pri Zadik, Nasso #15 citing R. Mordechai Yosef Leiner. 
39 For a similar distinction, see Wisdom of the Heart p. 102-103 
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what is the point of religion if not to give expression to the sacred, the unfamiliar, or 

to use the technical term the numinous.40 

Dr. Jennie Rosenfeld’s 2008 dissertation on sexuality in the Modern Orthodox community, serves as 

a fine example of the contemporary application of Izbica-Lublin theology, balancing its more radical 

elements with traditional ideals. Her presentation of the thought of Izbica-Lublin, which relies heav-

ily on Brill’s scholarship, provides a paradigm for the application of Izbica thought to address a con-

temporary struggle without jeopardizing the communal ideal. She addresses those who are failing in 

the areas of sexuality and, through the work of R. Zadok, provides encouragement in dealing with 

the guilt and shame that can result from shortcomings in life. What she doesn’t do is say that R. Za-

dok abrogates the need to continue to make an effort towards living a sexually pure life. She writes: 

R. Zadok’s message of teshuvah – what repentance is and how it can reframe a per-

son’s life-is critically important for those who are at a point where they can hear this 

message. For those who are at a place in which repentance and return to full halakhic 

observance in the sexual realm is not an option at this point, R. Zadok’s message 

must at least stand in the background, as a hope for the future if not the present.41 

What is most notable about her work is not her analysis of Hasidic thought, but rather the maturity 

and discipline of her application. Izbica-Lublin thought is not used to replace the aspirational no-

tions of sexual purity and holiness, but rather are artfully used to address those who are already 

struggling. As she notes, R. Zadok couches much of his approach to sin in the Talmudic phrase, “A 

person cannot stand on words of Torah until they have caused him to stumble.”42 In some contem-

porary applications of Hasidic thought, not even exclusively as it relates to matters of sexuality, the 

idyllic notion of “standing” becomes obscured in the effort to validate the preliminary falls. Such 

interpretations, however, ignore how the theology was applied within the community of Izbica-

Lublin; in Izbica-Lublin, radical theology did not beget radical communal innovation. The floor was 

carpeted, but the ceiling remained in place. 

 “Intimates who understand their true value”: On Divorcing Theology from Community 

In 1994, Dr. Haym Soloveitchik published his renowned article “Rupture and Reconstruction: 

The Transformation of Contemporary Orthodoxy,” which addressed many of the sociological 

                                                        

40 R. Elliot Cosgrove, “Religion Beyond the Limits of Reason Alone,” Go Forth! Selected Sermons by Rabbi 

Elliot J. Cosgrove (Park Avenue Synagogue, 2013). The sermon is available in full online here:  

http://pasyn.org/resources/sermons/%5Bfield_dateline-date%5D-52 
41 Jennie Rosenfeld, p. 122 
42 See ibid. 108-109 where Rosenfeld notes the centrality of this phrase in R. Zadok’s thought and also 

mentions the strange context, a discussion around the marriage right of a woman who is half-slave and 

half-free, in which this appears in Tractate Gittin. See my B’Rogez Rachem Tizkor, 2015, #4: 47-50, for a sug-

gested explanation of this phrase’s strange contextual appearance as well as a discussion on the permissi-

bility of voluntarily entering into situations of religious struggle. 
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changes in the Orthodox community in the second half of the twentieth century.43 Soloveitchik de-

scribes a community that has shifted from a mimetic tradition, one that “is not learned but rather 

absorbed,” to a text based tradition. As it relates to the mitnagdic community, which by his own ad-

mission is Soloveitchik’s focus, the mimetic and textual traditions are considered in terms of the 

community’s halakhic observance. Among other communal innovations, Soloveitchik notes how the 

over-reliance on text has contributed to the development of a more radicalized Orthodox communi-

ty. He writes: 

Fundamentally, all of the above – stringency, “maximum position compliance,” and 

the proliferation of complications and demands – simply reflect the essential change 

in the nature of religious performance that occurs in a text culture. Books cannot 

demonstrate conduct they can only state its requirement. One then seeks to act in a 

way that meets those demands.  

Aside from the descriptivist elements within the article, it also serves as a lament. Soloveitchik is 

concerned that the “new and controlling role that texts now play in contemporary religious life” has 

irrevocably altered Jewish life itself. The article concludes with a haunting epitaph on the direction 

of the Jewish community: 

It is this rupture in the traditional religious sensibilities that underlies much of the 

transformation of contemporary Orthodoxy. Zealous to continue traditional Judaism 

unimpaired, religious Jews seek to ground their new emerging spirituality less on a 

now unattainable intimacy with Him, than on an intimacy with His Will, avidly elic-

iting Its intricate demands and saturating their daily lives with Its exactions. Having 

lost the touch of His presence, they now seek solace in the pressure of His yoke.  

If discarding the mimetic tradition in favor of textuality, as it relates to Halakha, has such a broad-

range of communal results, what lessons can be extracted from such a bifurcation in the realm of 

theology? If accessing Halakha through text alone, without the accompaniment of a mimetic tradi-

tion, created such radical results, should we not be suspicious of theological textual interpretation 

wholly divorced from the immersive tradition within the community that created it? Therein lies the 

danger of communal innovation based on the radical theology of Izbica-Lublin. 

Yes, there were elements of the theology within Izbica-Lublin that were radical. But, as recog-

nized, the community remained consistently traditional. Is that a contradiction? The answer is, to 

echo Soloveitchik, “at times, yes; at times no.” But what is certain is that whatever radical elements 

existed in the textual tradition of Izbica, they were not given precedence in dictating the overall life-

style. Izbica-Lublin was not radicalized because, like any tradition, there were simultaneous tradi-

tional values imparted that tempered the radical components of the theology. Meaning, the per-

                                                        

43 Soloveitchik, Haym. "Rupture and reconstruction: The Transformation of Contemporary Ortho-

doxy." Tradition (1994): 64-130. 
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ceived dissonance between Izbica-Lublin’s textual tradition versus their communal lifestyle is a 

product of our over-reliance on text as the arbiter of communal values. If Soloveitchik is to be be-

lieved, a community’s environment can provide an equally rich and, oftentimes, more powerful re-

pository of tradition than that which emerges from their texts alone. 

As mentioned earlier, Mei ha-Shiloah, the first publication of Izbica theology, begins with a cryp-

tic caution. The ideas contained within, cautioned R. Gershon Henoch, are only published “for the 

sake of our intimates who understand their true value.” Based on the lessons from Soloveitchik’s 

Rupture and Reconstruction, this preface is given added significance. What was R. Gershon 

Henoch’s concern? Our original understanding of this warning, and that advocated by R. Hefter, 

relates mostly to theological misunderstanding; however, its true intention may also be directed at 

theological misapplication. Namely, without the accompanying immersive experience of being an 

“intimate” within the traditional Izbica-Lublin community, the texts will inevitably become radical-

ized. Theology, like Halakha, when transmitted exclusively through text, cannot be transferred 

without some sort of rupture from its original intent. 44  

Interestingly, while the separation of text from experience in Halakhic tradition has cultivated 

some extreme tendencies in the hareidi world, the opposite seems to be true regarding Hasidic theol-

ogy. When Hasidic theology is extricated exclusively from text, divorced from its communal context 

and ambiance, radical suggestions suddenly become more plausible in liberal circles. Without the 

tempering effect of the communal environment, Hasidic texts can seem deceptively radical. Howev-

er, it cannot be forgotten that whatever textual radicalism existed in Izbica-Lublin, there was a con-

comitant experiential tradition among the “intimates” that assured communal radicalism did not 

develop. Some have chosen to ignore that distinction and now use the theologically pregnant texts 

of Izbica-Lublin to create a new community. Such communal innovations are not a continuation of 

the Izbica-Lublin community. At best they are misguided attempts at authenticity, at worst they can 

                                                        

44 There is a category of rabbinic texts which, I believe, more faithfully balances theology as presented 

within classic texts with the more holistic approach to theological matters as embodied by communal 

practice and policy, namely, rabbinic correspondence. Rabbinic correspondence, or, as it is classically 

called Iggros, can capture the practical advice rabbinic figures offered to people who struggled with theo-

logical or communal issues. As opposed to classic rabbinic commentaries, rabbinic correspondence exists 

on the nexus where abstract theology meets practical communal policy. In regards to Izbica-Lublin there 

is a dearth of Iggros, but those of R. Hutner deserve far more attention when evaluating communal policy 

based on the theology of Izbica-Lublin. R. Hutner of course, was not an actual Izbica Hasid, but scholars 

have already noted his embodiment of many elements of Izbica Hasidut, including some of the more rad-

ical doctrines; see, for instance, Steven Schwarzschild, “An Introduction to the Thought of R. Isaac Hut-

ner,” Modern Judaism 5:3 (1985): 235-277. Though a careful examination of his letters falls far beyond the 

scope of this article, the collected volume of his writing is of vital importance for those looking to forge a 

path where the radical theology of Izbica-Lublin can seamlessly coexist in a traditional communal struc-

ture. For an example of the application of R. Hutner’s letter in the consideration of communal policy, see 

my article “What to Wear to a Sin,” Torah Musings, July 21 2013: 

http://www.torahmusings.com/2013/07/what-to-wear-to-a-sin/.  
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become perversions of legitimacy. For those who misapply and misrepresent Hasidic thought it 

seems that having cast off the pressure of His yoke, they now just seek solace in the touch of His 

presence. Unfortunately, for sound communal policy, both are needed. 
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Afterword 
 

Menachem Penner 
 

If there is one thing that Modern Orthodoxy should agree on, it is that open orthodoxy is a good 

thing. The devil, however, is not only in the details, but in the definition of “open” and the definition 

of “orthodoxy.” One can embrace open orthodoxy without embracing Open Orthodoxy. 

At the core of Modern Orthodox philosophy is openness to secular wisdom and culture, seeing 

G-d’s hand in (even modern) history, finding greater opportunities for women to contribute publicly 

and to connect to G-d personally, and being accepting of Jews of all backgrounds. Open Orthodoxy, 

if understood to be a separate movement or sub-movement, may do a service to its “Modern” cousin 

by reinforcing that these inclusive values are more than just accessories to Modern Orthodoxy’s par-

ticular Jewish worldview. Of course, to any Torah-observant Jew, “orthodoxy” — the commitment 

to absolute Torah observance, serious and ongoing engagement with sacred texts, and the time-

honored fundamental principles of Jewish faith — must come before the ideals implied in any adjec-

tive that might precede it. However, the unique characteristics of Modern Orthodoxy can - and most 

certainly should - be embraced and emphasized by its followers and institutions with passion and 

pride.  

Thus, the question is not if Modern Orthodoxy should be open. The question is: Just how open 

should it be? Perhaps the better question is: Where are the limits to openness? All parties in this dis-

cussion should agree that there are at least some ideas from the modern world that we should not 

only reject, but that we should go out of our way to avoid altogether. One cannot argue that secular 

wisdom, popular culture and prevailing attitudes as a whole are to be assimilated into even the most 

open of orthodoxies. Neither can one suggest that all changes to ritual or to communal structures are 

advisable or halakhically acceptable. It may be that in 2015 more conversation needs to be dedicated 

to what can be changed or accepted and not simply what can’t. But it will ultimately be the limits to 

“openness” that will assure the integrity of that endeavor.  

We can embrace secular studies, yet recognize the primacy of Torah wisdom. We can 

acknowledge the hand of G-d in establishing and maintaining the modern state of Israel and yet 

maintain respect for those who are more passionate about their Torah studies than their Zionism. 

We can train women to become community leaders and yet insist that some positions of authority 

are simply not appropriate for both sexes. We can encourage growth in tefillah and continue to 

search for ways for synagogues to be inclusive and inspiring for all, without arguing that every new 

style of synagogue service is permitted. We can embrace Jews who differ from us religiously, being 

compassionate and inclusive, without suggesting that all interpretations of Jewish law and practice 

are legitimate. And we can be open to change while recognizing the slow and deliberate process of 
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the development of halakha. We are a people of text, but are not driven by a philosophy of texting; 

change should not be spurred by sound-bites and not laid out in 140 character messages.  

It was, and will continue to be, difficult to be Modern, or “Centrist” Orthodox. It is far easier to 

be black or white than a nuanced shade of grey. It will also, for the very same reason, continue to be 

heroic to be Modern Orthodox and to maintain balance in the face of a public that craves extremes. 

As a philosophy, it will continue to disappoint those who prefer separation from society and, equal-

ly so, those who wish that there be no bounds to what Judaism can accept.  

Modern Orthodoxy walks a very fine line. It wades into the waters of the secular world, under-

standing that the tide of modernity might somehow carry it, or some of its adherents, further out to 

sea than intended. Modern Orthodoxy encourages its followers to swim and they are most excited to 

dive into the ocean to explore. Its challenge is to keenly maintain awareness of how far one can safe-

ly venture from the shore and to constantly remain within earshot of its rabbinic lifeguards.  

Torah Judaism is subject to an intricate system of internal rules and regulations. Halakha can and 

does allow for change, but does so, not by circumventing its own principles, but by finding legiti-

mate avenues for novelty from within classic sources. It does not restrict decision-making to one 

governing body or individual, rather it recognizes and respects a hierarchy of authorities based on 

knowledge and experience. Society respects the fact that great scientists and mathematicians have 

greater insight into the physical world, and it accepts that certain realities are beyond our control. In 

the sphere of Jewish practice, however, where personal autonomy can be threatened, we find people 

more willing to assume that contemporary mores and individual perceptions of what is right and 

wrong should outweigh the integrity of the Halakhic system. 

At one time, it was insulting to be called orthodox. Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch commented 

that “it was not the 'Orthodox' Jews who introduced the word 'orthodoxy' into Jewish discussion. It 

was the modern 'progressive' Jews who first applied this name to 'old,' 'backward' Jews as a deroga-

tory term.”1 It was those frustrated with the lack of change who referred to conservative Jews as “or-

thodox,” meaning “conforming to what is generally or traditionally accepted as right or true; estab-

lished and approved.”2  

Today, affiliation with Orthodoxy is a source of pride. Perhaps this is due to the success of Torah 

Judaism despite the many predictions of its demise. Serious Jews whose lives are guided by halakha 

and limmud ha-Torah insist on being labeled as Orthodox, despite whatever qualifying word might 

proceed that term. However, any movement or sub-movement that wishes to call itself Orthodox 

needs to clearly define its limits. It is in defining these limits that Open Orthodoxy will or will not 

                                                        

1 Cohn-Sherbok, Dan (2004) Judaism: History, Belief, and Practice. Routledge, p. 264. 
2 “Orthodox.” oxforddictionaries.com. Oxford University Press, 2015. (accessed August 13, 2015) 
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place itself within the larger world of Orthodox Judaism and the world of Modern Orthodoxy in 

particular.  

We might embrace the post-modernist dream of a religion without denominations. For now, 

though, the label “Orthodox” serves a function. It defines adherence to a specific set of beliefs and 

practices. Any individual may practice as they wish and label themselves as they see fit. But as dif-

ferent roadmaps are suggested for the future of the community at large, each alternative route 

should be accompanied by very clear directions. Robert Frost’s proverbial “road less traveled” may 

be exciting for some to traverse, but deserves to be labeled for drivers as untried and, very possibly, 

untrue. 

It is not fashionable to define oneself by what one is not. It is much nicer to speak of what and 

whom one is open to. But definitions imply boundaries - limits. This is especially true if one defines 

oneself as orthodox. One can be open and be orthodox - but this, by definition, requires a certain re-

sistance to change even as one engages in serious self-introspection, and wariness of blanket inclu-

sion and acceptance even as one welcomes debate and remains respectful of those with whom one 

disagrees.  

Finally, it needs to be stated that there is a most human dimension to the developments that 

have bred this symposium. If Open Orthodoxy does, in fact, position itself as a separate movement - 

or if it is placed there by those who are wary of it - it will result in a significant rift in our small Mod-

ern Orthodox world. Ultimately, we are not dealing with “movements” but with people, fellow 

Jews. Two individuals who sat next to each other in synagogue may now find themselves in two 

separate shuls. It may not be fair to argue that communal unity alone is a reason for proponents of 

Open Orthodoxy to change their strongly held opinions. However, the possibility of a tragic schism 

in our tiny community must give us all pause. 

After penning much of this short essay, my wife and I were blessed this week with the birth of 

our first granddaughter. This life-changing eventhas only deepened the convictions expressed in this 

piece. 

An author advocating for openness and change recently proposed orthodox experimentation as 

the next step for the Jewish community. “Implicit in this type of experiment,” he wrote, “is the read-

iness to fail, the ability to try something and say this does not work [sic].” As I hold my first grand-

daughter in my arms and look her in the eyes, I feel the need to prepare for her something more 

than uncertainty. And why should I settle? She is blessed to have been born into a world of Torah 

tradition which has assured the survival of our people until this day. Orthodoxy has never left, and 

please G-d will never leave, the passing of our precious mesorah down to chance. 


